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Introduction              Chapter I  

Article 39 of the Indian constitution directs that “the State secure the right to adequate means of 
livelihood of its citizens” 
 
Life with dignity is every Individual’s right. This right belongs to every single citizen of the country. 

But seldom are those who we usually see moving on streets, temples and pavements included are 

rightful citizens - those who receive alms, those who we dub as “beggars”.  

“Beggary” is one of the major problems, which is affecting the larger population of the country, 

requiring immediate attention for its solution. With the so-called escalating development, this 

problem has further acquired a cavernous form, as most people facing the ill-effects of development 

process; end up into the stipulation of begging. The constitution has made the state machinery 

responsible for checking the problem and providing solution to it. But how much difference this 

machinery had been able to make is evident through the increasing numbers of people being forced 

by the circumstances into begging. 

Bracket together with the problems of poverty and unemployment is the hitch of beggary which 

constitutes a social phenomenon of great magnitude and grave concern, but overlooked most of the 

time or is accommodated at token level. With the “Ill- Planned Development” and “ruptured Social 

Structures”, many poor people have been compelled to leave their native places and move to other 

places. 

Changing social values and breaking down of family structures have resulted in large number of 

people especially diseased and aged, getting abandoned. At an age and situation when they are no 

more capable of any physical labour, most of the times, they are forced to beg in order to survive. 

Due to the deficit of skills attuned to present mechanized work culture or lack of education, these 

people are left with little opportunities for the endurance. Ban or criminalization of certain age old 

occupations like that of snake charmers, madaris, street performance, fortune telling, etc., has 

further widened the gap.  

Those communities, who possess skills in their traditional occupations, are forced to leave what they 

had been indulged in from decades, merely because their skills and or related occupations are either 

not required or catered to in present set-up or not permitted any more. Unfortunately, while these 

traditional craft / knowledge based livelihoods were made illegal, nothing was provided as 

alternatives. There are hefty numbers of persons in the country, who are forced in to begging simply 

because our society or state fails in providing any good alternative to them for survival. The situation 

is even worse with regard to females. They face even nastiest of the situations, as compared to their 

male counterparts.  

Poverty, inability to procure jobs due to illiteracy or lack of skills, disability or diseased situations, 

destitution in old age and criminalization of traditional skills carved out to be some of the prime 

reasons behind a person entering into begging. 
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On one hand while there is significant evidence of more and more people falling below the level of 

survival with dignity, states have been following penal legislations as their response to check the 

increasing incidents of people getting into begging. 

Given the vital concerns and issues related to this problem, it becomes a matter of huge significance 

as to how law should be perceiving begging or destitution. As of now, begging is an offence. But in a 

situation where all other survival mechanisms have either collapsed or have been criminalized by 

various legislations, it is essential to examine as to what extent people can actually be blamed or 

held responsible for their being into begging. To any fair and just society, it should be a matter of not 

only grave concern but also of shame that its people are reduced to such state of destitution. 

Brief about Beggary Prevention Legislations:  

The law was brought in to check the issue of beggary. It aimed at prevention of beggary through 

training and capacity building of those who were involved into begging. However, over the years, the 

focus left mainly on the arrest and detention of people even though the systems that were put in 

place in these institutions for training and capacity building either disappeared or became non-

functional.  

Therefore, effectively what remains today is not a law aiming for rehabilitation of socially poor but a 

means to punish any poor person for being ‘on street’.  

Putting people behind bars or criminalizing them for begging is not a solution to the problem. This 

further embellishes the quandary rather than reducing it. This very piece of information is though 

discernible to nearly every state government having beggary prevention legislation, but moderately 

or thoroughly ignored when it comes to making efforts in this direction. The BPBA, 1959 (Beggary 

Prevention Laws in most other states are modelled around this law only) comprehensively defines 

begging, the penalties which a person in begging can be subjected to, the institutions in which s/he 

can be placed for correction, and the exact procedure to be adopted through which s/he can be 

convicted and placed in a certified institution.  

Rehabilitation of people into begging is seen as one of the foremost elucidation to put a halt on the 

growing problem of beggary. Under the Beggary Prevention legislation, an individual found begging 

can be caught by the police, placed before a judicial magistrate and sentenced to serve a term in a 

certified institution known as Beggars Home. One of the important aspects that all the beggary laws 

stressed upon is related to the rehabilitation of these people into begging who were brought to 

serve their detention period in these homes. Rehabilitation of residents under detention was carried 

out through certain series of trainings, provided inside the vicinity of these homes, but the results of 

such trainings always remain in unanticipated situation.  

In the midst of our experiences while working with these people who have taken to begging, it was 
observed that there is hardly anyone who prefers begging as way of living but most are helpless and 
forced by the compelling circumstances to continue. Though law provides for rehabilitation, it’s the 
arrest and detention part of the law that is being implemented. As such having these legislations as a 
way to check destitution is simply not in accordance with the felt necessitates or requirements of 
the people. In the radiance of the efforts constantly being made towards de-criminalizing the 
existing legislations, examining these laws in the backdrop of people’s realities becomes a necessity. 
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Key Concepts 
 

 ‘Beggary’ under the BPBA,1959 means “ soliciting or receiving alms, in a public place 
whether or not under any pretence such as singing, dancing, exposing or exhibiting sore, 
injury, deformity or diseases,  fortune telling, performing or offering any article for sale; 
entering on any private premises for the purpose of soliciting or receiving alms; having no 
means of subsistence and wandering, as makes its likely that the person doing so exist for 
soliciting or receiving alms; 
 

 A ‘beggar’ or a ‘cadger’ (Oxford Dictionary, 2001) is, a person who lives by asking people for 
money or food. 
 

 ‘Poor person is one who does not have command over or access to the basic physical needs 
like adequate food, drinking water, clothing and shelter and social needs like education’. 
(P.D. Joshi, Seminar on Poverty Statistics, Santiago, May 1997). 
 

 A crime in a broad sense is an act that violates a political or moral law of any one person or 
social grouping. In the narrow sense, crime is a violation of the criminal law. 
(www.wikipedia.org). 
 

 Criminalization is the process by which an act which was previously legal becomes a criminal 
offence by the passing of legislation or by increased enforcement of legislation when the act 
was previously condoned. 
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Rationale               Chapter II 
Under the Beggary laws or begging itself, we are largely dealing with the population that has 

somewhere been left behind in the process of development and is being pushed to the margins. 

While few instances of behavioural deviance might be present, it largely remains a population that 

needs support from the state for its rehabilitation and requires to be dealt with sensitivity. 

First step would be to identify and understand the exact reasons and factors that led the person to 

the stage which resulted in begging. These factors could be anything ranging from extreme poverty 

and destitution to chronic illness to family rift to forced one to easy option but the problem must be 

studied in its totality. We must look at the circumstances of the people who are entering into 

begging and examine the patterns in their way of living. 

It is not only marginalization and exclusion in the larger context of development but also in terms of 

changing societal values and realities. With our society moving towards being more individual-

centric and lesser family-centric – over the years one can observed a breakdown of support systems, 

traditional values of respect and responsibility towards the aged and disabled. This has also 

increased destitution and the aged to be reduced to the streets. Limited access and relevance of 

schemes and government support, lack of relevant livelihood skills needed for emerging markets are 

also reasons for destitution and beggary.  

Officials often call begging as the preferred way of living citing it as easy way of earning money. The 

number of schemes that government runs for the poor are being talked of to show that taking to 

begging is out of choice and not necessity. True, there are several schemes both from Central 

Government as well as State Governments for the poor. However, there is large population that is 

still forced to beg. It will be interesting to analyze if the people who are receiving these pensions or 

schemes and those who are into begging are the same. 

We might be attempting to address a problem that has grown to huge size but it is crucial to realize 

and acknowledge that it has many layers and aspects involved and addressing them strategically 

with multi-prolonged approach, it is possible to address it positively. If the governments make 

honest and sustained efforts, rehabilitation is possible. 

Whether the person is begging out of choice or of absolute helplessness is something that needs to 

be studied and discussed in some details.  

Quite clearly, the above issues are simply beyond the control of any one particular individual. 

However, the process of rehabilitation for persons in destitution as provided by the state involves 

arrest and detention – which is a blatant punishment to people by virtue of being poor.  

There is no denial that there are people who need state’s support and assistance in order to move 

out of destitution. Considering the fact that there is an urgent need to address the rehabilitation of 

the persons in destitution, it is necessary that life patterns, options and alternatives available, access 

to support mechanisms and services, availability of government support in the forms of various 
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schemes and programs for the poor etc. are studied and examined thoroughly in the context of 

destitution.  

Our experience during our work in Beggars’ Home in Delhi and Mumbai has shown that its mostly 

people who have fallen out of family structures and have either failed to build other social support 

systems or have lost on them as well, aged, abandoned, restricted by disabilities, physical or mental 

illness etc who have resorted to begging. It was their sheer need to survive, to stay alive that 

compelled them to extend that arm. 

Of late, though governments have been showing the intent to work towards creating positive 

support systems for the vulnerable persons, including decriminalizing the destitution and begging 

but it needs to be pushed further. Here it becomes crucial that Koshish’ long experience of working 

with this population is put to use in order to understand the core issues and patterns so that 

effective and relevant rehabilitation program could be evolved. 

Hence, this research study will be conducted for the purpose of examining whether the person begs 

as absolute necessity to survive or chooses to beg while other support mechanisms might be 

available to him/her. This is to further reflect on the existing beggary prevention legislations and 

build case for its repeal if found necessary. 
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Objectives        Chapter III 
The study intends to understand the pattern in the lives of people into destitution along with 

opportunities for sustenance that these persons have. Also, an attempt is made to comprehend the 

circumstances that led the person to beg.  

Holding in context the oppressive and punitive nature of the Beggary Act which essentially punishes 

persons for being poor and destitute, the objective of this study is also to build a case to repeal the 

existing legislation.  

Objectives: 

1. To examine the circumstances under which and the factors leading to a person in destitution 

ending up in begging. 

2. To study the relevance of current beggary prevention legislation in the context of people 

living in destitution. 
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Methodology       Chapter IV 

Research Design 

The study is an exploratory one. Case studies of a sample of people in begging have been used to 

explore the life patterns, options, opportunities and realities of lives of the destitute and examine 

the relevance of anti-beggary legislations.  

Sampling/Sample Size 

The sample has been selected from the Universe comprising of persons into beggary in the city of 

Bangalore. 20 case narratives have been recorded for the purpose of this study. The method of 

sampling used was ‘purposive sampling.’ Several days were spent with people on the streets. 

Conversations were held with large number of persons and those who understood and agreed with 

the need for study of this nature, thus agreeing to be the subject for the purpose of the study, were 

recorded in more depth as narratives. Another important criterion in selecting the limited number of 

cases for the study was their availability on repeated basis to follow up on the information provided 

to us.  

Tools of Data Collection 

Primary data was collected with the help of unstructured interviews with selected respondents. 

Structured observation method was also utilized for the purpose of developing a clear and specific 

definition of the units that were to be observed and record the data accordingly. During the data 

collection, the choices of design and methods were constantly modified, based on the on-going 

analysis. The data was qualitatively analysed to examine the relevance of the present beggary 

prevention legislation explained through the relationship of one variable with another. 

Time Line for the Study:  The time period included the process of data collection from the streets of 

Bangalore, analysis of their situation and circumstances, critical examination of present beggary 

prevention legislation, its relevance in the context of people’s life narratives and writing of the final 

report. The time line for the study was 8 months. 
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Analysis Framework        Chapter V 
Case narrative analysis 

1) Self 

a. Language 

b. Education 

c. Relevant skills 

d. Networks and contacts 

e. Knowledge and familiarity of context 

f. Knowledge regarding systems and/institutions/procedures 

2) Support systems 

a. Family 

b. Relatives 

c. Friends 

d. Community 

e. Civil society organizations 

f. Government structures, institutions 

3) Opportunities 

a. Access to systems/institutions 

b. Access to employment 

c. Access to basic services 

4) Vulnerabilities 

a. Physical 

b. Psychological and emotional 

c. Financial 

d. Social 

5) Needs and requirements 
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a. If given a chance, what would they do? 

b. Needs and desires 

6) Relevance/ Impact of law 

a. Knowledge of law 

b. Interface with law 

i. Experience 

ii. Impact 

c. Probability of getting processed under the law in the given context 

Cross Sectional Analysis 

1) Demographic profile 

a. Individual 

b. Family – relationship with family 

2) Socio-economic situation 

a. Family context and background 

b. Previous occupation versus present 

3) Destitution 

a. Factors leading to present state of destitution 

b. Envisaging present state of destitution 

4) Experience of destitution 

a. Major problems faced 

5) Understanding the law 

a. Is beggary a crime? 

6) Responsibility 

a. What should be done to tackle the situation? 

7) Possibilities 

a. Would you want to move out of destitution? 

b. Suggestions 
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Case Narratives      Chapter VI 

Case 1: Yenne Gowdappa 
Yenne Gowdappa, a native of Mandya, came to Bangalore 15 years ago. He is around 40 years old 

and leprosy. One of the reasons he came to Bangalore was to see medication for his condition.  

Yenne Gowdappa is married and has a wife and two children. All four of them used to live in Mandya 

together and Yenne and his wife used to be daily wage earners. Yenne’s daughter and son are of 

school going age presently but were very young at the time of him moving to Bangalore.  

Yenne Gowdappa developed leprosy soon after the birth of his second child. He describes leprosy as 

a disease that ate up his limbs. Initially it started affecting his right hand and arm and then gradually 

his left hand and then his left foot. His right leg is mainly unaffected and he used it mainly to sit on. 

His leprosy wounds on his arms are covered with white bandage which looks soiled and dirty.  

His family in Mandya could not afford Yenne Gowdappa’s leprosy treatment. Without being able to 

contribute much to the running of the family and with his condition getting worse, Yenne decided 

that it was best to move out his family. According to him, at least his wife and children would be able 

to live comfortably with his wife’s earnings as compared to him being an add-on as an additional 

burden.  

While in Mandya itself, Yenne had heard that there was a home with medical facilities for leprosy 

affected patients in Bangalore. With something to look forward to, Yenne packed his bags, bade 

farewell to his wife and children and came to Bangalore.  

On reaching Bangalore, the first thing that Yenne did was to make way to Magadi Road to the 

leprosy home. On reaching there he found out that it wasn’t as simple as he’d assumed – Yenne had 

to wait for months or even years before he got admitted into the hospital. At the time he had just 

reached, he learnt there were a huge number of people who were waiting for admission from many 

months. 

Having been unable to get admission, Yenne did odd jobs, begged and made a living. ‘Life isn’t easy 

for leprosy affected persons’, he said – ‘Even if I wanted to work, no one would give me work because 

of my condition’.  

Two years ago, Yenne Gowdappa finally got admitted to the home for leprosy affected persons. 

There he got treatment, medication, food and a place to live in. Things were comfortable and Yenne 

finally felt relieved from the difficulties and challenges that he was facing. However, his relief was 

short lived as compared to the long years that he had spent on the streets. In less than a year, Yenne 

was released from the home and was back to square one. With no other option to choose, Yenne 

got back to begging in order to earn a living.  

‘Things got worse after I got discharged’, he says. ‘My body now used to those medicines started 

hurting more than before without them’. The medicines were expensive and Yenne couldn’t afford 

to buy them. The money he earned through begging was only sufficient to cover his food and travel 

charges. Every night, however, he returned to the Leprosy home in Magadi road to sleep. There are 
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buildings in the campus of the home where many poor leprosy affected persons come to retire for 

the night he says. Each night, his limbs hurt and Yenne is sometimes unable to sleep because of the 

pain that he experiences.  

Once or twice a year Yenne visits home and meets his children and wife. Yenne says that his family 

doesn’t know the complete nature of his lifestyle in Bangalore. He’s communicated to them that he 

has been leading a more-or-less comfortable life in Bangalore. His children are now grown up and 

have started helping their mother in earning their living. They as well have started working as daily 

labourers.  

Yenne Gowdappa says that getting re-admitted in the home for leprosy affected persons would be 

very beneficial to him. It is otherwise very difficult to earn and make ends meet.  

Case Narrative Analysis 

Individual 

Yenne is a native of Mandya and migrated to Bangalore 15 years ago. Having developed leprosy the, 

one of his motives to migrate to Bangalore was to seek for medication. He is 40 years old with limbs 

affected by leprosy. He relies mainly on begging to sustain himself and continue living. 

Support systems 

Family: Yenne has a wife and children back in Mandya. He moved out of the family 15 years back in 

order to not be a burden on them. The family – dependent on wage labour used to earn just 

sufficiently to make ends meet and his disease would have been an extra burden to act on. Over the 

past years and even currently, his family doesn’t know the whole truth about the nitty-gritty’s of his 

lifestyle.  

Government systems: Yenne had to wait for many months in the leprosy before getting admitted. 

After 13 years of waiting he got admitted to thes hospital – where he got treated for a year and then 

was discharged without having healed completely.  

Vulnerabilities 

Financially: Yenne is not financially secure to even meet his basic needs – food, shelter and 

medication. Over time, with his disease getting worse and him aging, he is going to only going 

become more financially vulnerable.  

Physically: Yenne’s body, over the year of hospitalization and medication, had gotten used to 

medicines and suddenly has been cut off from it. This makes him more vulnerable to pain and more 

prone to infections.  

Socially: Yenne is vulnerable to being ostracized and meted out with untouchability because of his 

medical condition.  

Need and requirements 

Yenne’s need right now would be medication and leprosy rehabilitation. He also needs shelter, care 

and support after having lived 14 odd years on the streets. 
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Relevance of the law 

Like any other person affected with leprosy, Yenne too can be arrested. Government offers 

treatment and facilities for persons affected with leprosy but the arrangements are so less that the 

patient has to wait for months to get admitted and is forced to move out of the shelter home much 

before getting properly treated to accommodate other similar persons. What purpose does it serve 

other than increasing the numbers of people assisted in the records of the government? His problem 

is not begging but the disease of leprosy. Punishing him under beggary law and keeping in detention 

for a particular period will not be relevant at all as his real needs would still remain unmet. 

 

Case 2: Ishaan bibi 

Ishaan bibi, a 65 year old woman with thick lens glasses was walking her way down Cunningham 

Road. Her style of walking was rather peculiar – she walked without bending her left knee, as though 

she wasn’t able to bend her left knee. She would use her thigh joint to lift, rotate and place the next 

step on her foot.  

This walking style is a consequence of having met with a road accident two years ago. Ishaan bibi’s 

knee was damaged irreversibly and as an impact she was bed ridden for almost 6 months. ‘That 

accident not only took away my knee, but also my livelihood’, she said sadly. Having worked as a 

domestic worker through her life, Ishaan bibi was left handicapped to continue with her work.  

Ishaan bibi stays with her husband in a slum in Vasantnagar. Her husband, who is almost 10 years 

elder to her, is aged and bed ridden. ‘He never really did any productive work all his life anyways, 

that man. He used to just lie around, smoke and drink’, she said. It was Ishaan bibi would was the 

main earning and supporting member of the family. They had one daughter who Ishaan bibi worked 

hard to send to school and get educated. Around 3 years ago, she got her married. Ishaan bibi’s 

daughter currently lives with her husband and his family in a neighbouring slum in Bangalore.  

When she met with that accident a couple of years ago, the driver of the car who was involved in the 

accident paid for Ishaan bibi’s hospital charges. In the days to follow, Ishaan bibi was taken care of 

by her daughter. Her daughter would visit in the morning, cook, clean up the house, and spend some 

time talking with her mother and leave. Ishaan bibi is grateful for her daughter having helped her at 

that time but says with a frown that she now belongs to another’s home and can’t be of permanent 

support to her parents.  

Ishaan bibi started begging for alms after recovering from her injury. ‘There is no other option left for 

me. You only tell me, what I could have done?’ she asks. On a daily basis she moves around the 

Bangalore Cantonment area, Cunningham and Queens road and asks for alms. Ishaan bibi shared 

that at the end of each day, he leg hurts and she can’t help but spend a part of her earnings on the 

medicines that help her deal with the pain.  

Ishaan bibi has never been convicted under the Beggary Act over the past two years, but is aware 

and weary of it. ‘I know about that van’, she says ‘but thankfully I haven’t been taken by those people 

so far’. Ishaan bibi shard that many a times, she has been chased away and warned by the police in 

the vicinity. ‘These shop keepers give money to the police to keep us away from the streets and 
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pavements’ she says. Constant fear and worry about getting into the trap of either the police or the 

beggars home van makes Ishaan bibi to be constantly on the move – which hurts her knee more 

than how much it would if she were sitting in one particular place.  

Ishaan bibi is aloof about the government and that it does for the poor and needy. ‘They are all busy 

grabbing money from the public and building big bungalows and houses from it’, she said. What 

would be of help was if something could be done to provide old persons with the basic needs and 

necessities for living. She wasn’t aware of pension schemes for the old that the government has. 

Ishaan bibi also expressed that if given suitable work, she would still want to use the opportunity 

and earn her own living. ‘Work that can be done sitting and using my hands, I will do happily’, she 

said.  

Case Narrative Analysis 

Individual 

Ishaan bibi is a 65 year old woman – who through her life has worked and supported her family. Her 

accident has left her handicapped to continue with work and she now is into begging to fend for 

herself and her ageing, ailing husband. Ishaan bibi emerges as a strong, courageous woman who 

hasn’t taken defeat for an answer for anything and has struggles hard to fight her way through life.  

Support Systems 

Family: Ishaan bibi’s husband has never been of much support. He has for long been non-productive 

– spending more than earning on smoking, drinking and just lazing around. Her only daughter was of 

much support to Ishaan bibi when she was bed ridden after the accident. However, currently – she 

doesn’t draw much support from her daughter and mostly lives by herself.  

Community: In her current lifestyle of begging – Ishaan bibi comes across shop-keepers who bribe 

police men to get of her begging in front of their shops. The police too are harsh on her and shoo her 

away from the streets. In this context, she experiences much trouble from this community of the 

general public around her.  

Vulnerabilities 

Physical: Ishaan bibi has an injured knee which has reduced her to begging on the streets. Because of 

the nature of her current lifestyle, her knees hurt her at the end of each day and she needs to take 

medicines to combat the pain. On a long run, such a habit makes her physically vulnerable to 

developing complexities with her knee. It is also the fear of the police and the shop keepers that 

keeps Ishaan bibi constantly on the move. 

Emotional: Ishaan bibi is likely to grow tired and frustrated out of living a life by begging and being 

constantly shooed away by people. Without a helping hand and support to draw for her husband, 

she might grow to be depressed and negatively affected as well. 

Needs and requirements 

Ishaan bibi’s need right now would be to relieve her of the responsibilities to earn and provide for 

her husband and instead be taken care of and supported. An old-age home: where basic needs are 

met along with certain recreational aspects of living would be a requirement of Ishaan bibi. In terms 
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of vocation, Ishaan bibi can be given training of some work in which she would need to use only her 

hands – and put her in touch with contacts through which she could earn a decent livelihood.  

Relevance of the law 

Ishaan bibi is well aware of the beggars’ home van but hasn’t been arrested so far. There is a high 

probability of her arrest especially with the police in the vicinity not being supportive of her 

presence. Secondly, her arrest would not be relevant to her in terms of her needs. It would only rob 

her of the dignity that she’s currently preserved and also strongly and negatively affect her husband 

who is right now bed-ridden and unable to care for himself. Her arrest would impact not only her, 

but will certainly put the life of her husband in danger. In the absence of anybody else to look after 

him and him himself being unable to do so, Ishaan bibi’s arrest would increase his vulnerability 

manifolds. By looking after her husband in spite of her own poor situation, she is doing what the 

state has failed miserably to do i.e. taking care of its people. 

 

Case study 3: Lingamma 
Lingamma sits in front of the shutter of closed shop in Jayanagar 4th Block market. An old woman – 

round 75-80 years of age, frail and with a severely hunched back, Lingamma smiles more than she 

talks or complains about how her life has turned out to be. 

‘If I frown and act grumpy, who will look at me? They will just pass comments that this woman is so 

sad and move away. But if I smile, the world smiles back at me’, she says laughing. Lingamma has 

been living on the streets from the past 20 years. She used to live in a slum near the main market 

complex – but in order to expand the market those slums were broken down. It is since then that 

she has been living on the streets without a home.  

Despite having met Lingamma a number of times and having built a sort of friendship with her, 

Lingamma seems comfortable to reveal very less information about her herself. Instead, she is 

keener to listen and has all the times encouraged and urged me to share stories about my life.  

Of what she shared, Lingamma used to be a manual wage labourer. She used to work in and around 

Jayanagar more than 20 years ago. Her husband used to do similar work as well. It was once she 

became a widow when the problems started. There were huge debates, discussions and fights 

amongst her children about who would care for Lingamma, who would provide her with shelter and 

food. Troubled and disgusted by the series of such discussions amongst her children, Lingamma 

decided to move out of the dependency of her children and live by herself. ‘If no one takes care of 

me, I know that god atleast will’, she says. When asked if that is when she started asking for alms, 

Lingamma said that she does beg or ask anyone for anything. The people who see her on the streets 

feel a responsibility towards her just give her some money or food to support her to take care of 

herself.  

Lingamma feels more cared by the society than she feels cared for by her own children. On one rainy 

day when I visited Lingamma, she was not to be found in her usual place of stay. Some of her 

belonging were scattered around her usual place but – no Lingamma! Moving a little ahead, I saw 

her. She was sitting in front of a shop, adjacent to her usual place of stay. Shivering from the cold, 
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Lingamma was couched up in a plastic sheet and before her had placed carton cardboards. She said 

that since it was raining, she had shifted locations – the present one had lesser water troubling her. 

On asking Lingamma if she dint feel cold, she smiled and pointed at the cardboard. She said that the 

cardboard would keep her from keeping cold and the plastic would keep from getting the cardboard 

wet. Whenever it rained, Lingamma followed this routine of shifting places and arranging plastic and 

cardboard to protect herself form the rain. 

‘The people around, the shop-keepers, the police, the hotel-wallas are all very helpful’, she said. ‘They 

give me food and support whenever needed and they don’t mind my sitting in front of their shop’.  

She’s never visited her children but they visit her sometimes. Lingamma preferred to not talk about 

them much and would be calmer and more aloof than usual while speaking about them.   

Lingamma has a few belongings – a cardboard sheet, a couple of sarees and a small purse carrying 

her valuables most likely. Her favourite pastime is to chew paan and she has a special box in which 

she stores the white soda lime to go with the betel leaf and nut. Lingamma says that she is content 

with her life and is happy with how she’s led it. She now only waits for God to call her upto him. As 

of living on the streets, she says that she is happy and content staying there through the day. 

However, her age doesn’t permit her from being able to cope well at night time. Apart from 

experiencing insomnia she has started to get affected by the weather irregularities. ‘Everything else I 

can take care of’, she says, ‘Just a place to spend the nights is what I need’. 

Case Narrative Analysis 

Individual 

Lingamma is an old woman – nearly 80 years of age, who has a smiling, friendly demeanour. She has 

been homeless and living on the streets for nearly 20 years. Her homelessness has been a 

consequence of displacement of a slum followed by her children dodging the responsibility of caring 

for their aged mother. Lingamma reveals less information about herself and is a keener listener it 

seems. She is a calm and composed woman, at least on the outside.  

Support Systems 

Family: Lingamma has been a widow for over 20 years now and lives away from her children too. She 

grew fed up of their debates regarding who would take care of her and move put. Apart from 

occasional visits, Lingamma doesn’t meet her children too often. She never visits them but they visit 

her on the street, once in a way. Lingamma draws minimal support from her family – and has most 

likely given up on the idea of relying on them for anything.  

Community: She feels more cared for by society than her own children. The shop keepers, the police 

and the hotel-wallas protect her and support her by giving her space, food, talking with her cordially 

and so on.  

Vulnerabilities 

Physical: Lingamma has a completely hunched back. She is also weak and not very mobile. In the 

longer run, there might come a time when Lingamma faces age related health problems because of 

which he might need medical treatment and support.  
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Financially: Lingamma is completely dependent on the alms she receives, making her completely 

dependent on it. This increased her financial vulnerability – especially owing to her age and related 

needs.  

Needs and requirement 

Her current needs are of shelter and over a period of time – of care and support. She is so old that 

she cannot be expected to work. She needs a safe and dignified place of living. Having nowhere to 

go, she needs a stable shelter where she can spend rest of her life without the harassment and the 

fears that accompany you when on the street. 

Relevance of law 

Lingamma is aware of the law. She has of course seen people getting picked up over the years. The 

probability of her getting arrested is also high but she has survived several years. Probably it’s her 

acquaintanceship with the police and the shop-keepers that might have support her from not getting 

arrested. An arrest would not really change her situation except for wounding her dignity and self-

image – which she so far is proud of having preserved. Law would only be punishing her for the state 

that she is in for which she is not responsible but a victim. 

 

Case 4: Myboobi and Yellappa 
Myboobi and Yellappa are from a village near Gulbarga, north Karnataka. While Myboobi is above 60 

years of age, Yellappa is younger, around 45 years of age. Both of them are leprosy-affected persons. 

Physically, they are some 4 feet tall, stout, thin with leprosy infected arms and legs. Myboobi is 

reduced to a wheelchair while Yellappa stands himself up on his knees.  

Myboobi in her raspy voice shared that it has been only around 15 days since they came together to 

Bangalore. She and Yellappa seemed to be the only two leprosy affected persons in the village and 

they stayed at the outskirts of their village away from their families. ‘That’s how we leprosy affected 

persons are treated in our village. Even our families don’t allow us to stay in their homes’, said 

Yellappa. It was mostly their families that provided them with food - but sometimes some people 

from the village would also give them food on charity. There was no proper treatment that they 

were able to receive either in their village.  

Myboobi and Yellappa were neighbours in the village. They came to Bangalore since they were being 

severely mistreated in their village. Yellappa related that they were meted out with untouchability in 

their village. Even while drinking tea, they were given different cups in the shops – thrown food at 

from a distance and poked fun at many times. ‘When children laugh at us, the elders join in and 

laugh. They never ask their children not to poke fun at us’, said Yellappa. Yellappa says that he would 

work really hard and work if he got a chance, but no one ever gave him a job. They all gave one look 

at his appearance and refused to even touch him, leave alone giving him a job.  

Yellappa heard from someone in his village that there was a government hospital in Bangalore that 

gave free treatment to persons suffering from leprosy along with free boarding and lodging. Fed up 

of being continuously harassed and ill-treated, Myboobi and Yellappa decided to make a trip to 

Bangalore and explore opportunities of medication as well as employment.  
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Once in Bangalore, they located the home for leprosy affected persons on Magadi Road and made 

their way there. To their disappointment, they were told that there was no place for them in the 

home and were asked to come by another time by the officials there. While they visited this place, 

Myboobi and Yellappa discovered that there were many other persons who were also leprosy 

affected and had faced similar responses from the officials at the home as had Myboobi and 

Yellappa. On speaking with them, they learnt that many of them have left their villages and have 

come to Bangalore for treatment. In order to make a living – they beg on the streets of Bangalore 

and then come back to sleep in house-like structures that are present in the same campus as the 

home for leprosy persons on Magadi Road. Hence retiring to a similar fate, Myboobi and Yellappa 

started begging for alms on the streets of Bangalore. They would be on the streets during the day 

time and at night would return to the Magadi road campus. Yellappa said that in the city things were 

very different from the people in the village. Since they were living with persons affected by leprosy, 

they all lived together without discrimination one from another. ‘Everyone here lives like brother and 

sister – it doesn’t matter which caste or religion we belong to’, he said.  

The second time I met Myboobi, she was in Shivajinagar and by herself. She said that Yellappa had 

returned to the village for a brief period of time and would return soon. She also mentioned that 

they no longer stay in Magadi road but stay outside the Bowring Hospital in Shivajinagar since it’s 

closer to the work place and more convenient. There are other persons who are affected with 

leprosy who they live with here as well.  

Yellappa and Myboobi used to beg in order to buy food for themselves and get treated for their 

leprosy occasionally. They used to get paid treatment in an out-patient clinic in the Magadi Road 

leprosy home campus. As of now, they haven’t come across any difficulties on the street begging 

and are comfortable with the pace they are moving in and around the city. ‘At least here we are not 

as stigmatized as were in our village’, said Yellappa.  

On asking what their expectation from the state was in order to move out of beggary and lead a 

more comfortable life with dignity, Yellappa says that getting admission into a home like that in 

Magadi Road would help him and Myboobi get on with life smoother. He doesn’t find himself fit to 

be able to consider regular employment/working options. Myboobi who is older and weaker also 

suggests the same… 

Case Narrative Analysis 

Individuals 

Myboobi is an old-aged woman while Yellappa is middle aged. They are both leprosy affected 

persons. Myboobi’s leprosy has affected both her limbs to the extent of not being able to use them. 

She uses a flat roll cart to transport herself and Yellappa pushes her around. They have been in 

Bangalore for around 15 days and have been dependent on begging since.  

Support Systems 

Family: Both of them had to stay away from their families, in the outskirts of the village – owing to 

leprosy. 

Community: They were being mistreated by the community in their village – with untouchability 

being meted out on them. In tea-shops they were served tea in different cups from what is 
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otherwise served to the other customers. They were dependent on the villagers for food – which 

used to be thrown at them from a distance. They used to be poked fun at by children – and the 

children would not even get reprimanded by their parents. Myboobi and Yellappa were fed-up of all 

these severe deeds of mistreatment – which was one of the main reasons why they moved to 

Bangalore. In the city, they both felt like interactions were more equal. Amongst other leprosy 

affected persons – they were treated like brother and sister.  

Government Hospital: The leprosy home that they intended to get admission to was full. In the 

premises Yellappa and Myboobi found many other leprosy affected persons as well. They started 

sleeping on the premises at night and sometimes get treatment from the out-clinic on Magadi road.  

Needs and requirement 

Having experienced exclusion even in their own village, they are drained and isolated emotionally. 

Their physical condition isn’t good and as such they don’t have too many options but to beg unless 

state provides for their medication, food and safe shelter.  

Relevance of law 

People affected with leprosy are one of the biggest victims of beggary prevention law. Situation is 

similar mostly in all places. Social biases and discrimination associated with those in begging 

prohibits their normal and inclusive ‘living’ in the society. They are largely kept away from any form 

of social and economic engagement and therefore left to fend for themselves.  

While the law punishes them for their act of begging, it fails to take into consideration the 

‘exclusion’ part that most of the people affected with leprosy live with. As such, both of them would 

always remain highly risked for getting arrested under the beggary law but their arrest and its 

relevance would always remain questionable. 

 

Case 5: Iqbal 

60 years old, Iqbal has been in the city for all his age. Born and brought up in Bangalore, Iqbal has 

seen the city growing and shared with enthusiasm his experience of having seen this city grow. ‘This 

Dairy Circle area used to be the city limits at those times. There wouldn’t be even a single auto 

rickshaw found in this area after dusk – and look at it now!’ he exclaimed, ‘there are rickshaws 

running on this road round the clock!’ While the city has become richer and made people richer, it 

also increased poverty and intolerance towards the poor, says Iqbal.  

Iqbal by profession was a truck driver. For many years he worked and travelled across the country 

through several states. He used to transport fruits and vegetables from one city to another and 

worked for only one employer for 20 complete years. However, over a period of time, Iqbal stopped 

driving owing to his poor health and at such a point in life received no help or support from his 

employer. ‘He was a cheat’, says Iqbal morosely.   

Iqbal’s wife died about 7 years ago after suffering from a kidney ailment. After her death, he says he 

started feeling lonely and troubled. He recalls with pain that despite having spent a lot on her 

treatment, he was unable to save his wife. Iqbal had two sons who he had worked hard for to get 
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educated. When they came of age, they worked, earned, found wives for themselves and now both 

of them have moved to Kerala and are living with their respective wives. Iqbal had expected and 

assumed that he would be cared for by his sons in his old age but is hurt by the way in which things 

have turned out to be.  

Currently, Iqbal stays with his younger brother, sister-in-law and their two children. Iqbal’s brother 

approves of him staying with them, but his brother’s sons keep cropping up issues of Iqbal staying 

with the family – especially since he’s not earning and suffering from poor health. Iqbal’s sister-in-

law too doesn’t care about him much. Iqbal doesn’t ask for food from them even when he’s hungry – 

he silently waits outside to be given food or many times eats outside.  

Physically, Iqbal is extremely weak – to the extent of not being able to walk stable. He shivers 

constantly and walks with a lot of effort. It seems as though he drags himself to walk and unable to 

do much, he stops every few steps. Iqbal has also been suffering severe diabetes and chest infection. 

Despite his physical and medical condition, Iqbal is forced to move out on the street and seek help 

from people since he needs money for medicine and food. His brother and nephews don’t support 

him with medicines and treatment. While he is allowed to stay with them – he needs to arrange for 

food himself most of the times and for medicines all the time.  

He tried getting treatment from the government hospitals. He visited several hospitals but 

everywhere he would be asked to get treatment and medication from someplace else. Though he 

was given few pain killer tablets from the hospital, it didn’t help him much as most of the medicines 

prescribed by the doctor had to be bought from the market. Also, the behaviour of the staff 

members there was very rude and humiliating so he decided to see a private doctor in the nearby 

locality. 

He neither had money on him nor was he physically fit enough to drive the truck and earn. In the 

absence of any other alternative, he went to his old employer in the hope of getting money.  He 

explains with pain how his employer refused to help him financially though he had served him for 

over two decades. He went to him requesting him for loan but he flatly refused. Having abandoned 

by his own sons and refused help from brother and employer, he was left with no option but to seek 

alms from people.  

His pain was evident as he recalled how he started asking for alms. He hasn’t been able to come to 

terms with this way of living but is not left with many options. At times, despite starving for food, 

Iqbal doesn’t come out to beg. It’s only when the pain becomes unbearable and he needs his 

medicine, that he comes out to ask for alms. Close-by to his brother’s house is a chemist who gives 

Iqbal medicines at discounted rates.  

Iqbal loves his sons but they don’t keep in touch with him. He shared that recently he went to meet 

them in Kerala but they treated him disrespectfully. He broke down while expressing how his 

daughter-in-law would not give him food when he would ask. He was given food only when they 

would eat themselves. His sons would ignore him, look through him and pretend as tough he dint 

exist. He was upset, hurt and embarrassed with such treatment. Shortly, being unable to bear this 

sort of humiliation, Iqbal returned to Bangalore. 
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Iqbal is aware of government pension schemes for old persons but he is not sure regarding the 

documents required for the same. Also, he doesn’t remember where his voter’s identity card is and 

so on. Moreover, he doesn’t have strength to follow the procedure required for the same.  

Iqbal hopes that he doesn’t get arrested for begging. He says that there wouldn’t be a need to beg if 

his medical needs are taken care of by the government hospital. He insists it’s his illness that has 

reduced him to the present state and had his sons not abandoned him, he would have been living 

the life with respect and dignity.  

As if to reduce the guilt of his destitution, Iqbal kept thanking the people who have been kind 

enough to think of his illness and helped him. 

Case Narrative Analysis 

Individual 

Iqbal is a native of Bangalore and around 60 years old. A truck driver by profession – used to 

transport fruits and vegetables across the country. Because of old age and weakness, lack of family 

support systems – Iqbal has been reduced to begging.   

Support Systems 

Family: His wife died seven years ago leaving Iqbal troubled and lonely. Two sons – got married and 

moved to another state to live with their respective wives. Iqbal currently stays with his younger 

brother – whose wife and children are antagonistic towards the idea of him staying with them. They 

don’t support him with medicines and treatment and most of the times - with food too.  

Community: Iqbal received no support from his employer who he had worked with for 20 years. The 

local chemist sells medicines to him at discounted rates.   

Government: Iqbal has tried approaching government hospitals but has constantly been asked to go 

someplace else. He was given a few pain killer tablets from the hospital – but it didn’t help him 

much. Most medicines prescribed had to be bought. The behaviour of the staff members in the 

hospital humiliated Iqbal.  

Opportunities 

Access to government schemes: Iqbal is aware of government pension schemes for old persons but 

is unsure about possessing the documents for the same. Also his ill health and weakness doesn’t 

allow him to follow the procedure required to access pension schemes 

Vulnerabilities 

Physical: Iqbal is extremely weak to the extent of not being able to walk stable. He is also suffering 

severe diabetes and chest infection.  

Emotional: Iqbal is distressed and lonely. He is also pained by his sons’ conduct with him. He is weak 

and disturbed and highly emotional vulnerable. His dignity is hurt.  

Financially: He is unable to fend for even his regular food and medication requirements – Iqbal 

hence is in a highly financially vulnerable condition.  
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Needs and requirements 

Iqbal says that only if his medical needs were taken care of by the government hospital – then he 

wouldn’t be in the state that he currently is in.  

Relevance of the Law 

The way he is moving on the streets, attempting to collect money for his medicines, Iqbal is highly 

vulnerable to being arrested and processed under the Beggary Law. However, it wouldn’t be 

relevant to his needs, but in fact would only harm his self-image further that would only break him 

down more severely. Keeping him in custody is no answer to his destitute situation. As he said, if at 

all medical support was available to him, he wouldn’t have been wandering on the streets in such 

helpless condition. 

 

Case 6: Jayanti 

Wearing the traditional South Karnataka outfit – a colourful skirt and a blouse, Jayanti had with her a 

steel vessel which she extended to passersby to ask for alms. With a smile which comes most 

naturally to her, and a steel katora - Jayanti a young ten year old, has been the sole earning member 

of her family over the past 10 months.   

‘I lost my parents when I was very young’, she says. ‘My brother and I have been staying with my 

grandmother ever since’. Jayanti’s grandmother used to work as a domestic helper. She used to earn 

sufficiently to fend for herself and her two grandchildren. Apart from the financial aspect of her 

working, she was also happy and content with the work she was doing. She worked in three houses 

and had built a relationship of trust and convenience with the women heads of these house. Life was 

going on smoothly and comfortably for the three of them – till 10 months ago. Ten months ago, 

Jayanti’s grandmother met with a road accident. This accident left her knee severely wounded and 

bed ridden for a couple of months. There was no one else but Jayanti and her brother to care for the 

old woman. Jayanti who used to earlier share the household chores with her grandmother took over 

the household responsibilities on her little shoulders completely.  

Jayanti who was then studying in class 5 learnt to juggle between attending school and managing 

household chores. She used to also care for her grandmother – buy medicines for her regularly and 

taking care of her knees. The family was hopeful that the old lady would heal fast and get back to 

working – since their savings was trickling down and there was a need for income. However, 

gradually it dawned upon them that the accident had left the grandmother crippled. Her age and the 

severity of the wound wouldn’t allow her to heal completely. This meant that Jayanti’s grandmother 

wouldn’t be able to work as a domestic worker anymore – an alternative source for income was to 

be explored by the family.  

As gracefully as she had taken up the responsibility of managing household activities, Jayanti grew 

into taking up the responsibility of being the prime bread winner of the family. However, with the 

dream and determination to attend school, Jayanti dint look out for employment. She instead too up 

to asking for asking for alms. On asking her if she envisaged this, Jayanti said, ‘This? I had never 

imagined this Akka’.  
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Jayanti stays in a slum nearby Koramangala. Both she and her brother study in the local government 

school. Jayanti studies in class five while her brother studies in class three. She enjoys going to 

school and dreams of one day studying in a college. Since her summer vacations are going on, 

Jayanti come out on the streets around 3 or 4 days a week. However, during school days, she limits 

herself to coming out to the street only on Sundays. Her brother used to accompany her to the 

streets too, but recently they both heard that persons who are begging on the streets are wound up 

by the police and are taken in a van to a sort of jail. Jayanti’ brother – being scared of such a 

repercussion, hasn’t been coming with her out on the streets. Jayanti is not comfortable asking for 

alms, fears such consequences too and would feel much safer if her brother would come out with 

her. But despite all this uneasiness, Jayanti doesn’t have an option but to come out on the streets 

and ask for alms. The safety measure she sticks to is to wind up by 1 o clock and leave for home. 

On a daily basis she earns around 30-70 rupees on the street. On Sundays’ however, she and her 

brother together manage to earn around 300 rupees. ‘Of this 300 rupees, I buy medicines for my 

grandmother worth rupees 100 each week, and give her rupees 50 for other expenses. From the 

remaining 150 rupees, I buy vegetables and groceries for our house - books, stationary and clothes 

for myself and my brother’, she says. The earnings that she makes on the street by asking for alms 

are just about sufficient to make ends meet.  

Jayanti relates that the people on the streets are kind. There many college girls who talk to her 

sometimes and tell her to not beg and attend school. ‘It’s not that I don’t want to go to school or 

don’t attend it – but it is necessary for me to earn as well’, she says. People who she meets on the 

streets help her by either giving her some money or buying her some food.  

On asking what her friends and neighbourhood children do on Sundays or during their holidays, 

Jayanti replied that they either play or spend time with their parents. ‘I am doing this work because I 

don’t have parents Akka. It’s not like that with my friends – they have parents who take care of 

them’.  

Despite shouldering heavy responsibilities, Jayanti manages to maintain a lively and vivacious 

demeanour. Initially when I introduced myself to her, her excited response was - ‘Akka! You’re 

named after a new Telugu movie, did you know that? I’m named after an old Kannada movie. See 

we’ve already got that in common!’ Apart from her buoyant temperament, Jayanti also has warm 

things to say about her teachers in school who served all the children a lot of food as mid-day meal 

each day and about the chemist near her home who would regularly give her a discount when she 

bought medicines for her grandmother from him.  

With an innocent smile and a cheerful conduct, Jayanti with not may complains to make earns her 

daily bread by begging – understanding it as the only option remaining to survive.  

Case Narrative Analysis 

Individual 

Jayanti, a cheerful 10 year old girl is the sole earning member of the family. The responsibility that 

she bears on her little shoulders are that of being the sole bread earner of the family as well as being 

the person who manages all household chores of her family. Jayanti is a student of class 5 and is an 
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orphan. Clearly, the overwhelming responsibility on her shoulders to fend for her family has foced 

her into beggary. 

Support systems 

Family: Jayanti is an orphan. Her grandmother met with an accident recently and is bed-ridden. Her 

brother who is younger to her goes to school with her and occasionally comes out to beg with her on 

the streets. Jayanti supports her family more than she draws support from them.  

Community: the people of the community where she stays are of moral support to Jayanti. The 

chemist for instance gives her medicines for her grandmother at subsidised rates.  

Vulnerability 

Physical: Jayanti obviously over-works for her age. Apart from attending school, she also manages 

household chores and is into begging. Such a lifestyle could be extremely strenuous for a young 10 

year old – with several health related consequences.  

Emotional: Jayanti shoulders more responsibility than her age permits – which exposes her to 

several emotionally challenging circumstances than any other 10 year old. Her emotional growth 

would fetch far beyond her physical or chronological growth – which might at certain instances with 

her peers and otherwise increase her vulnerability.  

Financial: Jayanti and her family are financially insecure for the future and are completely dependent 

on her earnings. Her vulnerability increases to consider her earning being sufficient to meet her 

needs and dreams in the future.  

Social: Jayanti – as a young girl is in a vulnerable position on the streets – in terms of facing sexual 

abuse, being kidnapped, trafficked, raped and so on.  

Needs and requirement 

Jayanti dreams of going to college and getting higher education. What her need is as of now is to be 

able to lead a normal life of a child and enjoy her childhood and education – while the 

responsibilities that she currently shouldering be relived.  

Relevance of the law 

Jayanti is aware of the law and fears arrest. In fact, she understands the operational mechanism of 

anti-begging squad. She has learnt about how and when they come simply by observing them on the 

street. It’s her knowledge of raids that has enabled her to escape arrest till now. Beggary law 

certainly has no relevance for her. Her condition presents a very specific situation that reflects how 

flawed our policies become when faced with realities. 

Being a child, Jayanti cannot be arrested and processed under the beggary prevention legislation. 

She will be dealt with under Juvenile Justice Act. However, JJ Act would provide for her care and 

safely and possibly her brother also but what about her grandmother who has no one else to her 

except Jayanti? The old woman is as vulnerable and needs state’s assistance which unfortunately 

isn’t available to her. 
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Case 7: Sarohi 

Sarohi was sitting by the signal at Sony World Junction. She was looking intensely as a couple of 

eunuchs who were working their ways with the motorists waiting at the traffic signal. She started 

laughing when one of them started teasing a motorist, asking him for alms.  

‘These people won’t let go until they are given some money’, she said. ‘I never do things like that’.  

Sarohi is from Kota, Rajasthan – from a village names Boondhijilla. She has two children – a boy and 

a girl. Her daughter is married and is living in Kota with her husband and in-laws. Her son, who is the 

younger of the two, 25 years old - accompanies her. Sarohi lost her husband when her son was 2 

months old.  

Dressed in the traditional and colourful Rajasthani lehenga choli, Sarohi has deep lines on her face 

and is very lean. Sarohi belongs to a community which traditionally practise agriculture. She and son 

together own around 20 bighas of land but is able to take only one crop a year from this piece of 

land. Sarohi says that the soil texture of the land in her village is sandy, the water retention capacity 

is low and hence it becomes difficult to take a second crop. When there are good rains, they reap 

well – the harvest of which secures them with food for 4 to 6 months. However, it becomes difficult 

to take a proper winter crop. There are very limited irrigation facilities in Sarohi’s village. It is very 

expensive to dig a well and most times the wells turned out to be dry. If there are rains during 

winters then they manage to take a winter crop of wheat and chickpea - if not they migrate. Sarohi 

has also worked as a manual labourer in her village and get paid 100 rupees each day. The situation 

is her village has been that work opens at the convenience of the Panchayat members and not as per 

the needs to the people of the village. Almost the entire lower caste community in Sarohi’s village 

migrate during these seasons – to different cities across the country.  

From the past 10 years, every year, Sarohi and her son migrate to Bangalore. While Sarohi’s son buys 

and sells plastic objects at traffic signals, Sarohi – who used to earlier involve in the same – has over 

the past few years resolved to begging. ‘I don’t have that much energy anymore’, she says. ‘Ill be 

causing more loss than profit’.  

Sarohi and her son stay in a slum near Marathhalli. They have rented out a place for around 600 

rupees in this area. Each morning, after freshening up, Sarohi cooks food on an earthen stove. Her 

son collects the firewood and paper which can used to light a fire for the hearth. Right after having 

some food, he goes to K.R Market and buys the stuff that he’s going t sell for that day – these 

include plastic toys, mosquito repellents, umbrellas and the likes. They spend the day at traffic 

junctions and then go back to their rented house my nightfall. Sarohi cooks again, they eat and 

‘We’re so tired, we just fall asleep right away’, she says.  

Earlier when Sarohi’s children were young and her daughter was unmarried, Sarohi and her son dint 

migrate. Even though it was tough to scrap through the summers in their village they stayed back. 

Once her son was big enough and her daughter married off, Sarohi and her son started migrating like 

the other families in their village. Migration was something that Sarohi had envisaged but not 

begging. Initially she used to feel bad and embarrassed while asking for alms but gradually realized 

that she couldn’t afford not to. ‘Every single rupee is important – especially since we’re living outside 

our homes. Even water to drink we buy, to use the toilet, we have to pay. Everything needs to be paid 

for’ she says.  
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Sarohi says that the police are rude to her if found begging. She has been warned and shooed away 

by the police a number of times. Around a couple of months ago, when Sarohi was asking for alms, 

she got picked up by the Beggars Home van. She says that she was very scared by where she was 

being taken in the van and remained very still and quite throughout. Finally she reached the home 

and Sarohi’s son was informed about her by one of the officials. Sarohi was realised on the same day 

– but it cost them thirteen hundred rupees to do so. In a context where each penny matters, 1300 

cost Sarohi and her son a lot.  

If given a chance, Sarohi would want to do something about conserving water in her village. ‘If we 

have water, all our problems could be solved!’ she says. Planning is required along with the will and 

support of the Panchayat. Sarohi says that she is prepared to work hard and end the problem of 

water scarcity in her village – no matter what it takes. Only one problem confronts her – she doesn’t 

know what it takes.  

Case Narrative Analysis 

Individual 

Sarohi is a middle aged woman and a native of Rajasthan. She is a seasonal migrant and has been 

migrating to Bangalore from Rajasthan over the past ten years. She’s a widow and is a mother of 

two. Sarohi is traditionally an agriculturalist and owns 20 bighas of land. She and her family face 

issues of food sufficiency in their village and hence migrate to Bangalore to meet the gaps.  

Support systems 

Family: Sarohi’s daughter is married and settled in Rajasthan. She lost her husband 25 years ago. 

Sarohi and her son together migrate to Bangalore every year. Sarohi’s son sells plastic items at traffic 

signals while she asks for alms. Sarohi and her son function together as a family unit and take care of 

each other while in Bangalore or in Rajasthan. 

Community: Sarohi has been warned by the police about begging and has been rudely shooed away 

many times.  

Opportunities 

Sarohi and her son have had access to manual labour work in their village in Rajasthan – however, 

owing to the regularity of work and the low payment, they prefer to migrate than stay back and earn 

as manual labourers.  

Vulnerabilities 

Physical: Sarohi is growing old and feels tired and wearisome sooner than before. She also feels 

exhausted and not capable of working anymore. Over time she is vulnerable to aging more rapidly 

than normal owing to the constant stress, travel and migration. 

Financially: Sarohi and her son pay for everything that they require living in Bangalore – because of 

which their savings would be drastic all affected. Apart from this, both mother and son have no long-

term financial security hence placing them in a vulnerable position.  

Needs and requirements 
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Sarohi’s need is to get irrigational and water harvests mechanisms functional in her village in order 

to be able to save rain water and be able to take at least double crops through the year. She also 

requires support to break the cycle of migration that she has been a part of over the past ten years. 

Relevance of the law 

She has already been arrested under the Beggary Act and released with warning. That process hasn’t 

helped her to stop begging – if anything she’s only become more careful and cautious now to not be 

found begging in front of the police. The law would not help her though to visualize and work 

towards saving water, building structures of irrigation and working in her village itself. Neither would 

it counsel her about the constant seasonal migration that she’s been a part of. Arrest and custody 

would not only separate her from her son – her strong source of support but also place her in a 

context in which she would feel lonely and alienated.  

 

Case 8: Sarojamma 

An old, thin, small bespectacled woman was couched up on a pavement outside the Shivajinagar 

bus-stop. She had a vacant look on her face as she extended an arm for alms occasionally. Besides 

this, she just sat desolately, looking down and staring at the footpath.  

Sarojamma is around 80 years of age and a native of Bangalore. She was born, bought up and got 

married to a person in Bangalore. Sarojamma has an impressive background of having attended 

English medium school – almost 65 years back. She has completed her tenth standard education. 

Even today, despite her weakening eyesight, she can read and write in English.  

Immediately after completing her schooling, she was gotten married. She gave birth to 6 children 

during the course of her family life – 1 son and 5 daughters. Sarojamma and her husband worked 

hard and ensured that all their children attended school and got a decent education. They also 

supported their son to pursue graduation and were delighted with his progress. Sarojamma talks 

lovingly of her son, who was a businessman. He worked hard and got her daughter educated. Having 

found a suitable alliance for her in Dubai, she got married and now lives in Dubai with her husband.  

Sarojamma has been a widow for almost 32 years now. She has lived a substantial part of her life 

with her children. As soon as she lost her husband, she started living with her son. Sarojamma was 

very fond of him and was well taken care of by him. Unfortunately, around 3 years back, he died of a 

heart-attack. Sarojamma was hurt and pained by his death. She felt weak and vulnerable without 

him. A little while after this misfortune, with hardly any time to heal – Sarojamma was confronted 

with yet more jarring news. One of her daughters was doused with kerosene and set on fire by her 

in-laws - following a fight they had.  

While Sarojamma was coping with having lost her two children – her youngest daughter (Sheela) 

started having troubles with her marriage. Sheela’s husband was turning abusive and resolving to 

violence to sort out issues between them. Nervous and anxious that Sheela would meet the same 

fate as that of her elder sister; Sarojamma supported Sheela to get a divorce.  

Things worked out well for Sarojamma and Sheela after the divorce. They both started living 

together, taking care of each other. Sheela had two children – one boy and a girl, who used to go to 
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school. She was working and earning well enough to support herself, her children and her aged 

mother. While Sarojamma enjoyed taking care of her daughter and of her grand-children, her 

daughter felt a new lease to life after having gotten out of an abusive marriage.   

Over a period of time, while at work, Sheela met a young man who she got romantically involved 

with. Even though Sheela was genuine about how she felt about this man, Sarojamma claims that he 

only fell in love with Sheela’s bank balance. Over a period of six months, their friendship grew and so 

did his greed. Having taken her Sheela into confidence, trust and flirting with ideas of marriage, He 

started getting closer and more  

According to Sarojamma, this man, eying Sheela salary and savings (which amounts to some 5 Lakhs) 

poisoned her day after day and led her to a slow death. Recently, Sarojamma lost Sheela – the third 

of her child to die before her eyes.  

Sarojamma now takes care of her two grandchildren – a boy who studies in standard 8 and a girl 

who studies in standard 6. Her grandson studied in a local private school for the poor and his tuition 

and exam fees are taken care of. Her grand-daughter, however, studies in the private school for 

which fees need to be paid. Sarojamma along with the kids stay with another daughter of hers but 

hasn’t had good experience staying with her. She tries her best not to ask her for extra favours since 

her daughter has already communicated to Sarojamma that providing for even the basic needs for 

the three of them is burden enough. 

‘I have been begging so that I collect enough money to pay my grand-daughters fees’, say 

Sarojamma. ‘This morning my grandson asked me for toothpaste to brush his teeth and I dint have 

any. I dint even have money to buy him toothpaste. I don’t want to spend the money that I have 

saved up so far to pay for my granddaughter’s tuition fee so that is why I’ve come out today to beg 

so that I can buy him some paste for tomorrow’, she says sorrowfully. No one in her family knows 

that he begs – she lies to them each time she come out for this. She tells them that she’s going to 

the municipality for some work or the other.  

Sarojamma shares that things will be fine and settle down once she gets a claim over Sheela’s 

savings – that she won’t have to beg for alms like this thereafter. But too much shock and dismay, 

Sarojamma discovered that the person who was courting Sheela for those 6 months, the same 

person who had poisoned her, has applied in the court of law for legal claim over Sheela’s savings. 

This is a great source of anxiety for Sarojamma. She has filed a case claiming property rights over 

Sheela’s savings and the case is going on in court. Her daughter is supporting her financially to fight 

this case and everyone in the family is hopeful about winning the case. The hearing is in a couple of 

months and Sarojamma is eagerly awaiting it. She too is hopeful about winning this case. Once she 

wins the case, Sarojamma plans to invest Sheela’s savings which would come in handy to support 

the children.   

On asking Sarojamma about old-age pension schemes, she said that she has it registered - but that 

source of income is not reliable at all. She gets a pension of four hundred rupees – once in three 

months. Sarojamma sadly explained that she has lost faith in the government as a system which 

protects citizens. It is because of the inadequacy of the government that poor persons like her are 

being forced to the street. She vehemently stated that the true beggars are the politicians of the 

state – it is because of their greed and selfishness that the poor today suffer. 
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Case Narrative Analysis 

Individual 

Sarojamma is an 80 year old individual who is visibility distressed with the events that have recently 

taken place in her life and the life of her family. She hails from a middle class family and has been 

educated in an English medium school – nearly 65 years ago. 

Support systems 

Family: Sarojamma has given birth to 6 children. She has faced a lot of pain because of the pain that 

her children have faced in their lives. Currently the daughter who Sarojamma is living with is not very 

supportive of her. Sarojamma feels awkward to ask her for money to spend on the surviving children 

of her youngest daughter – the reason why she is into begging. Having lost her son and two 

daughters, Sarojamma draws support from the hope winning the case of her younger daughter and 

being of support to her grandchildren. The rest of her family though are not of significant support to 

her. 

Government systems: Sarojamma gets pension from the government. However, she gets it once in 3 

or 4 months and it is not sufficient for her to meet needs.  

Vulnerabilities 

Physical: Sarojamma is old and is vulnerable to weakness and tiredness. Her constant walking 

around, irregular food habits and lifestyle would cause her ill-health and disturbances in the longer 

run.  

Emotional: Sarojamma has in life faced a lot pain and suffering already. She is hurt and burdened by 

having to beg in order to fend for herself and her grandchildren and not being in a position to ask 

her children for what she needs. She has also taken sole responsibility for the well-being of her 

grandchildren which is also emotionally demanding on her.  

Relevance of the law 

Sarojamma is at high risk of being arrested for begging – however the relevance of being processed 

under this law is meagre. This is because her needs of fending for her grandchildren and continuing 

to live a life with dignity would hardly be ensured by the arrest. In spite of her very old age, she has 

fought the hardships and challenges of life without compromising. Her determination and grit is 

admirable where in spite of series of difficulties, she is looking after her grandchildren. It’s her 

situation that has led her to beg and unfortunately law would never address these factors that led 

her to beg, making the law not only irrelevant but unfair to her. 

 

Case 9: Susheela 

It was around ten years ago that Susheela first stepped foot into Bangalore. She was a young bride 

then - who was brought by her parents, accompanied by her husband and blessed by the elders as 

she entered her marital house for the first time. She was then and now, a petite, pretty and 

attractive woman with a beauty spot on her chin.  
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In her musical, sing-a-song voice, Susheela shares that she is now 31 years old and a mother of three 

– Shyam (9), Ram (6) and Radhika (3). She still lives with her husband, her parents-in-law and four 

brothers-in-law – who are closer to her children’s age. The family stays in a slum near Anekal – one 

of the outer suburbs of the city.  

Susheela is a native of a village in Gulbarga – north Karnataka. With pride and a sparkle in her eyes 

she says that once every two years she visits her maternal home with her husband and children. 

They go mostly during Ramzan times with hands full of gifts for everyone at home.  

Susheela and her family (both maternal and marital) are of the Muslim faith. Yet, they are also 

followers of the local religion according to which they worship animals and trees. As per Islam, they 

forbidden to consume pork and as per the local religion – they are forbidden from consuming beef. 

They are permitted however, to consume fish, chicken and mutton. Many a times they are confused 

to be – but are not Hindus.  

Susheela’s husband – Raja - is a music artist. He plays certain musical instruments like the flute and 

harmonium. He earns a living by playing music on the streets of Bangalore. Such was the occupation 

of Raja’s father as well. Infact, it was from him that Raja learnt to play the instruments as well. As a 

child he used to accompany his father to the streets, playing instruments and making money – when 

he came to be of the right age, Raja started playing instruments as well and gradually his father 

retired. Raja has four brothers – all of who are much younger to him and currently go to school.  

Susheela has been begging ever since she came to Bangalore. ‘This is how it works’, she says, ‘the 

men play musical instruments and the women go around spreading words of wisdom and collecting 

money for that’. Her parents’ in-law did similarly and now her husband and she do it. But she 

wouldn’t want her children to follow the same occupation. ‘Things are not the same like how they 

were before. People like us are not respected anymore but are infact chased by the police and put 

into jail’, she says. Unlike Susheela and Raja, all the children in the house presently go to school and 

are encouraged to attend it regularly. Well exposed to the trade that their parents are involved in, 

the children sometimes when denied money at home go outside and start asking for alms. ‘My 

mother-in-law beats any child who asks for alms – hers or mine, it doesn’t matter’ Susheela says. The 

children are strictly forbidden from getting involved in any action similar to begging or asking for 

alms. The family has bright dreams for the young ones and hopes that one day they would all be 

well-educated and earn from respectable means of livelihood.  

Susheela knows three languages – Kannada, Telegu and Hindi. She’s learnt Telegu in her maternal 

home, Telegu in her marital home and Hindi –while on the streets. She is also proud of knowing how 

to pronounce numbers in English – another lingual skill she’s learnt from years spent on the streets. 

As a part of her work, Susheela narrates ad shares with the people who give her alms a few 

philosophies of life. ‘To lead a humble life and value people and relationships over material goods 

since it is people who matter and relationships that last’ is one such philosophy she shares. Pointing 

at the Forum Mall, she muses ‘These will just collapse and everything will be over within seconds. 

Just do well this life so that your karma will protect you in your next’.  

Several long years on the street has confronted Susheela with several problems. Being an attractive 

woman asking for alms on the streets has also caused her to be at the receiving end of unnecessary 

attention of several men. She has faced several degrees of street sexual harassment over the years – 
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ranging from sexually implied comments to sexual advances made by abusive men. Even though she 

has bright colourful clothes at home, Susheela only wears dull old rags on the street – so as to 

attract as less as attention as possible from such men.  

On certain days, Susheela’s children (two of them) accompany her to the streets. She takes them 

along at times, during their vacation, since her mother-in-law who now old and aging, find it difficult 

to take care of all the younger ones together (three of Susheela’s children and 4 of her own). 

Susheela faces many problems when her children accompany her too. The police are the biggest 

threat. They threaten to take her into custody and accuse her of planning to abandon her children 

on the street. Susheela says, ‘I don’t allow my children to beg even, and I can’t imagine how one can 

think that Ill abandon them. They are my children and I work hard to take care of them. I can never 

think of abandoning them’. While she ties the youngest in a bundle on her hip, her older son walks 

with her, holding her hand. Many passersby also comment rudely about her using her children to 

earn more by begging. Some of them pass nasty comments and accuse her of reducing her children 

to begging as well and advise her to send them to school instead. Susheela is well aware of the anti-

beggary act and of the van that winds up people. Susheela is constantly on her guard looking out for 

the police. She is well aware of the Beggary Act and has known several persons who have been 

processed under it. However, she herself or her husband have never been processed under this law 

and paid a visit to the Beggars Home – she is grateful for this and wishes that it never happens. Apart 

from the police, there is also the problem of people from orphanages that she faces while on the 

street. Earlier before she’s been faced with circumstances in which persons from the orphanage 

have tried to force her to give her children to them - promising her that they would better care for 

them and ensure a decent education. Susheela is frightful of the happenings of such an event and is 

on extra vigilance and experience higher levels of stress when she is out with her children.  

Susheela moves around the city and doesn’t frequent any one particular place regularly. She has 

more or less comes to terms with the kind of work that she is involved in. ‘What else option do I 

have, this is the only thing I know to earn a living’ she says. Despite the problems she faces on the 

streets, Susheela continues doing the same keeping in mind that her earnings are extremely 

important to make the ends meet for the family. What she looks forward to is her children studying 

hard and getting into good, dignified jobs. She prays and hopes that they don’t have to face the 

same challenges that she and her husband face on the streets today.  

Case Narrative Analysis 

Individual 

Susheela is a 31 year old, attractive woman – a mother of three and one of the main bread winners 

of her family. She is a native of a village in north Karnataka and migrated to Bangalore for reasons of 

marriage. She has never attended school but has knowledge of three languages to speak.  

Support Systems 

Susheela’s family is traditionally into the business of singing songs and spreading words of 

philosophy – which today is defined and understood as begging. Her father-in-law who used to 

earlier do this has now retired. Her parents-in-law now take care of her children sometimes. Certain 

other times – the children accompany Susheela to the streets – hence making them more 
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vulnerable. The family as of today strictly discourage the younger generation from getting into 

begging.  

Susheela has had some negative experiences with civil service organizations – who have tried 

convincing her against her wish, and much to her fright - to take her children away and educate 

them in an orphanage of sorts.  

Vulnerabilities 

Psychologically, Susheela is under constant stress and mental unrest which on the streets alone – 

and further more when with her children. She is constantly anxious, fearful and vigilant looking out 

for police or persons from the orphanages. In the long run – such constant anxiety could make her 

vulnerable to developing anxiety and stress disorders. 

Socially, Susheela is vulnerable to being abused or meted out against with violence by the kind of 

men who she already has experienced as troublesome and abusive.  

Needs and requirements 

Susheela belongs to the tribe that has traditionally into singing and dancing. Not only her, but as a 

community, they need to be rehabilitated. There must be enough alternatives and legalized 

platforms created for them to carry on with their tradition knowledge of art and skills.  

Relevance of Law 

While the law has made certain vocations as illegal and amounted them to be begging like singing, 

performing arts, fortune telling etc, state has failed to create and provide alternative ways of 

livelihood to the populations engaged in those prohibited practices. As such, one is always at the risk 

of getting arrested under the law, without knowing and having means to come out of this situation. 

This law is of absolutely no relevance for Susheela has this is how her community has lived for ages. 

One law is not going to change how societies live unless there is adequate planning and support 

created and provided to enable them to actually get settled alternatively. 

 

Case 10: Taata 

Taata is an old man of nearly 80 years of age who sits and lives off the pavement in from of Infant’s 

Jesus Church in Viveknagar.  

Taata is a native of Dharampuri, Tamil Nadu and a carpenter by profession. He has three children – 

two sons and a daughter. Taata lost his wife several years ago, after which he started living with his 

sons. While in Dharampuri, Taata used to mostly earn his own living. However, problems began 

when his income started dwindling because of old age. He had also assumed that he can afford to 

earn less now since he was growing old and that he was living with his sons. However, he had 

assumed wrong and differently from what his sons had. They expected him to earn as much as he 

could – like he did when he was younger, as long as he could. This topic of discussion brought about 

a lot of turbulence in the father-son relationship which made Taata move out of his house (which 

was then occupied by his sons’ families) and come to Bangalore to his daughter’s house. Taata 

speaks very fondly of his daughter, he says that she was the only person in the world who cared for 
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him and looked after him. He used to live with his daughter, her husband and their children in a slum 

in Viveknagar, just besides the church. Unfortunately, she passed away some 4 months ago. His 

grandchildren drove him out of the house and now Taata has been reduced to live on the pavement. 

Taata is not in touch with his sons, doesn’t know where they are or what they are doing. He doesn’t 

want to get in touch with them or return to them.  

Taata proudly shares that the wood-work in the new building in the church has been done by him. 

He used to work through the day and used to get food and stay as payment in return. They used to 

get money as well, but meagre enough to not matter. However, he doesn’t regret or complain about 

not having got paid then – he is glad to have been of use to construct the temple. 

Over the years, Taata has developed gout and problems with his eyes. He suffers from visual 

difficulties and rigidity of limb joints.  ‘I am not physically strong like the way I was a few years back – 

I can’t do carpentry work anymore’ he says. When he was put out of the house by his grandchildren, 

he had nowhere else to go but live on the streets. He sadly says that he had never imagined that he 

would be begging – and had thought that he would die before his daughter would. But things 

worked out differently for Taata. 

For his eye and joints problem, Taata has tried to consult doctors in private hospitals. ‘They shooed 

me away like how one shoos away animal. I felt much disrespected’ he says. When in front of the 

church, Taata says that people give him money and mind their own business. But when he moves 

around on the streets, people look down upon him. There are people who pass comments as well.  

Every morning Taata wakes up and freshens up in the toilet and bathroom which is in the vicinity of 

the church’s campus. He comes out and usually sits on the far end of the church wall throughout the 

day. Most times he is just lost in thought. When are food donations, he goes inside the church and 

gets food for himself. It’s tough on certain days to get even one meal a day but on certain others 

days he complains of there being more donations that people can eat. If by the end of the day he has 

collected some money, Taata buys a drink for himself which he says helps him reduce pain and 

sleep.  

Taata says that he had never imagined to be reduced to his state. He says that there are many 

people in front of the church – who like him ask for alms and live on the donations given in the 

church. They have all been abandoned – all the old people. ‘Tell me, would anyone prefer to come 

and sit like this outside a temple abandoned by their children? Definitely not. It is too tough to live 

like this in these conditions - but still you will find so many people begging outside this church - it is 

because they have nowhere else to go to fend for themselves’, he says.  

Taata says that life on the streets is unsafe. Just on that day, his bag got stolen – which had two 

lungis, a shirt and a bed sheet. ‘Who would be so nasty but to steal an old man's clothes? I have only 

one lungi now - and no change of clothes’ he says agitated. Around 4 days a week, food from the 

church is assured but on other days when the devotees coming to church are lesser in number, then 

food also becomes an issue.  

‘Earlier I used to right to peacefully sleep under a roof - but today, I have to worry even about my 

clothes getting stolen’, says Taata. 
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Case Narrative Analysis 

Individual 

Taata is around 80 years of age, a native of Tamil Nadu and a widower. He is proud of having been a 

carpenter and worked in the church. He is happy for having found himself of some use to the 

construction of the temple of god. He also believes that it is the will of god for him to be living on the 

streets currently.  

Support system 

Family: Taata separated from his sons since they expected him to earn as much during his old-age as 

he did in his youth and middle age while he expected to relax a little and be taken care of his sons. 

He has not been in touch with his sons for over 10 years now and is unaware of their whereabouts 

or well-being. The daughter he used to live with passed away 4 months ago and he was asked to 

leave the house by his grandsons. He hence draws little support from family as a system 

Hospitals: Taata has been rejected by some small private hospital which he’s approached for 

treatment. The reason he as rejected was because of his attire and poverty.  

Vulnerability 

Financial: Financially Taata is vulnerable since he is depended on alms received and is not in a 

position currently to acquire new skills and earn a living.  

Physically: Having developed gout and problems with the eyes, Taata is only more vulnerable for hi 

medical condition getting worse than better – especially keeping in mind the current context that he 

lives in. Regular food in-take is also an issue – since he is mostly dependent on the food distributed 

in the church as donation – which is not reliable on all days of the week. Further, the kind of food 

given as donation is also sometimes not suitable to his consumption.  

Emotionally – Taata complains that off late he’s taken into the habit of drinking without which he 

can’t sleep at night – which indicates the sort of emotional difficulties he’s facing to overcome which 

he consumes alcohol.  

Socially – he is vulnerable too. The theft of his bag with clothes in it is one of the evidences to prove 

his vulnerability of living on the street.  

Needs and requirement 

In his current state, Taata is in need of shelter, food and support. He also need medical care and 

support for his eyes and legs.   

Relevance of the law 

He is highly vulnerable for arrest under the beggary legislation. An 80 year old man, after being 

abandoned by the family, forced to move out of his own house needs a law that gets him his due, 

that allows him to stay in the house that he had built and not something like the current beggary 

legislation that takes into account only the present state and action but fails to comprehend the 
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background. This law is completely irrelevant for him as it can only criminalize him for his old age 

and weakness instead of protecting him and ensuring justice for him. 

 

Case 11: Shyamamma 

Brigade road is one of the commercial hubs of Bangalore. It’s a street that’s popular amongst the 

school and college going crowd, tourists and others such - for simply ‘hanging-around’, window 

shopping, actual shopping, watching movies, browsing through bookshops, wining and dining so on 

and so forth. At the end of this busy street is a V-shaped garden (manicured and well maintained by 

a corporate house nearby) – dividing the road and the flow of traffic into two. Alongside the fence of 

this V-shaped garden sat an old-aged woman. She seemed around 65 years of age and wore a deep 

green cotton saree with a golden border. She had wrinkles on her forehead and a frown on her face 

as she looked around and observed people. She occasionally stretched her arm out and asked for 

alms. At times she looked down at her hands and just sat aloof from everything else around her. 

A few kind words enquiring after her well-being and Shyamamma broke into tears. Between sobs 

and so much grief, Shyamamma narrated the incidents of her life that led her to the circumstance 

that she currently is in.   

Shyamamma is from a village in Gulbarga district, Karnataka. She stays with her husband, her 

younger son (Ramesh) and his family in the village. Her husband has over the years taken to serious 

illness and has withdrawn from working to earn. Ramesh and his are agriculturists. Together they 

own a small plot of land on which they take one or two crops annually – depending on rainfall. The 

crop that is harvested on their field is not sufficient to provide for the family through the year 

though. Shyamamma, Ramesh and his wife also work as daily wage labourers in agricultural fields of 

large land holders in their village. 

Apart From Ramesh, Shyamamma has two other children – Suri and Sunanda. Shyamamma’s eldest 

son (Suri), his wife (Kavita) and two children live in a slum in Shivajinagar, Bangalore. Her daughter 

too is married and lives with her husband and children in Bangalore itself. Never having been to 

Bangalore before and since it was summer and there was no work to be done in the village, 

Shyamamma decided to make a trip to Bangalore to spend some time with Suri, Kavita and their 

children.   

Suri is a construction worker and Kavita is a home-make. It was Shyamamma who had found her son 

his bride around 10 years ago. Kavita was from the neighbouring village and well-recommended by 

Shyamamma’s relatives. Over a period of time, Suri and Kavita gave birth to two beautiful boys. The 

four of them used to visit Shyamamma and everyone else in the village - once in a way during 

festivals. Having come to her son’s house for the first time, Shyamamma was excited at the prospect 

of spending quality time with her grandsons.  

Apart from spending time with her grandchildren, Shyamamma also tried helping her daughter-in-

law around at home. During the first few days, Kavita was cordial with her and accepted her 

presence. However, over the week, Shyamamma felt that she was only discomforting Kavita with her 

presence and not being of much help. Increasingly Kavita would regret her presence, do small things 
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which would communicate this regret – like not talking to Shyamamma, asking the kids to study 

instead of playing with Shyamamma, not greeting her or being cheerful in her presence and so on.  

Shyamamma was upset by Kavita’s unwelcome gestures and to add to the pain, Suri’s identity as an 

alcoholic was revealed to her as well. Each night after work, Suri would visit the liquor store and 

come home in a drunken stupor. Night after night he would abuse his wife and children. On some 

nights the children would get physically abused by him. Most likely out of experience, Kavita had 

stopped trying to intervene and stop this sort of brutality. Shyamamma however, had intervened a 

couple of times and had succeeded too. She herself was never the victim of his wrath and had 

assumed that he’d spared her the abuse owing to her being his mother and the respect he had for 

her.  

Shyamamma started getting weary of living with Suri and his family. Gradually feeling more and 

more unwelcome in her son’s house reminded Shyamamma more and more of her village and home 

there. She craved to return to her husband and son.  

Having no other opportunity but at evening-time to speak with Suri – Shyamamma approached her 

son one evening – expressed her wish to go back to the village and requested him to give her some 

money to buy her ticket back. The conversation started off as a request from Shyamamma side and a 

slurry response from Suri’s side. Much to the shock of Shyamamma, Kavita and the kids (who were 

mainly spectators), there was a sudden outburst from Suri who demanded to know from 

Shyamamma for what reason he had to give her money, what he owed her and what she had done 

for him through his life. The conversation had now taken form of an ugly fight and Shyamamma in 

her anger responded to that she had breast-fed him as a child. Suri unable to bear this insult started 

beating and slapping his mother uncontrollably.  

Shyamamma’s was pointing at the parts of her face that had turned black and blue because of the 

beating – as she uncontrollably wept. She was hurt and wounded physically as well as emotionally by 

the mishap. She couldn’t believe that her son was capable of beating her this way. Earlier she had 

planned to drop by at her daughter’s house before going back to Gulbarga but now, she feels too 

ashamed to go anywhere. She doesn’t want to depend on her son or his family for any sort of 

support anymore and wants to return to the village at the earliest.  

Feeling trapped, helpless and with no other way to go - Shyamamma started asking for alms in and 

around the Shivajinagar area. It’s been 3 days since she’s been out on the streets. Suri and she 

haven’t been on talking terms since that night and Kavita doesn’t speak with her either. They don’t 

as her where she’s been through the day or what she does. She stopped eating food at home and 

feels hurt that no-one even asks her if she wants some food. The money she collects on the streets 

serves sufficient for her food and some savings that she does everyday – to but her ticket back to 

Gulbarga. With the weekend nearing, Shyamamma plans to leave Bangalore on Sunday and never 

come back.  

Shyamamma says that she is not aware of any anti-beggary law and has so far not encountered any 

police. She was nervous on hearing about the anti-beggary act and is anxious now to leave Bangalore 

as soon as possible. The people on the streets give her money sometimes and certain others just 

look away when she asks them for alms. Shyamamma says that she feels shame when people look 

away. ‘They don’t know why I’m doing this and don’t care’, she says.  
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Case Narrative Analysis 

Individual 

A 65 years old woman, seemed distant and aloof initially. She was sad and disturbed and cried alo 

while narrating her story. Shyamamma is a native of a village in north Karnataka who had come to 

visit her son in Bangalore but has been reduced to begging as a consequence of his ill-treatment 

towards her.  

Support systems 

Family – stays in the village with her ageing husband, their son and his family. She lives with them. 

Her son who she was visiting is an alcoholic. His wife is unfriendly with Shyamamma. The support the 

she draws from her son’s family in Bangalore is minimal. Her son is abusive and had physically and 

verbally abused her too. She relies much on the support and confidence that she draws from her son 

and husband in the village. Shyamamma relies minimally on her daughter for support.  

Vulnerabilities 

Physically: She has been beaten - wounded and hurt. She is old and has been weak without proper 

food. The nutrition aspect of her living – along with the age that she is of makes Shyamamma more 

vulnerable to weakness and tiredness. Considering that her relationship with her son has been 

soured and that he is an alcoholic, she is also vulnerable to being more physically abused by him.  

Emotionally, Shyamamma is hurt and pained by her son’s behaviour towards her. Her vulnerability is 

evident through the fresh tears that kept rolling down her cheeks while expressing herself. Her 

emotional state of mind could make her vulnerable to getting hurt by even petty issues. She is also 

ashamed and embarrassed of her son’s conduct with her and doesn’t even want to meet her 

daughter before leaving.  Her self-image and respect are at risk.  

It is Shyamamma’s financial vulnerability that has forced her into begging. Not being in a position to 

fend for travel back to her village – she has been asking for alms on the streets. She has also been 

buying food from the alms that she’s been collecting on the streets and saving some for travelling 

back as well. 

Socially, Shyamamma is aware and sensitive of the kind of ostracisation that she experiences on the 

street. Her being aware and the general attitude of the public towards beggars makes her socially 

vulnerable in this context.  

Needs and requirements 

Shyamamma is in dire need of repatriation, support and assurance. The identity with which she 

came to Bangalore – as a proud mother visiting her son’s family has been injured and reduced to an 

old woman who needs to beg to collect sufficient money to make her way back to her village. She 

needs support to get over this injury. 

Relevance of law: Shyamamma wasn’t aware of the beggary act. She is highly vulnerable to be 

arrested and taken into custody. However, the relevance of taking Shyamamma into custody is 

meagre- Not only will her self-image be wounded further but the specificity of her need wouldn’t be 

met by the provisions of the law.  
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Case 11: Ajji 

The extension of the 100 feet road, Indiranagar – Bangalore was one of the busiest junctions in the 

city – till a few years back. Then the metro construction that brought about much confusion and 

discomfort during the first few days eventually transformed this road to be quieter and less active. 

One of the roads adjacent to this main one houses the Spastic Society of India – a government home 

for persons with autism and mental illness. And at one of the in-roads, right angled with the Spastic 

Society, in front of a house sat alone - a woman - who seemed around 65-70 years of age,grey-

haired, with a ready smile to share. 

She invited me to sit beside her when I called her Ajji (grandmother) and asked her how she was 

doing. Ajji held no inhibitions with her mannerisms of me being a total stranger and started speaking 

about many aspects of her life. She was warm, cordial and uninhibited. Her manner of speech, 

however, followed a trend of rapidly and non-cohesively jumping from one topic of discussion to 

another – with or without any connection to the previous topics of discussion.  

It seemed like Ajji had so many things to share about - she had given birth to 12 children out of 

which 5 daughters and 4 sons are alive. She lost one child at birth. She lost another girl when she 

was around 5 years old and recently lost her youngest son. She spoke especially fondly of the 

daughter who she’d lost young. She said that her daughter was like a beautiful doll – like a fairy with 

light skin and a beautiful face. They loved each other lot and the child was very attached to her 

mother.  When summoned by anyone, she would refuse outright to go to them and hug her mother 

tight and close. Ajji was very close to and fond of her youngest son too. His name was Raju and he 

took very good care of Ajji. According to her, there were no problems that she faced in life – until he 

passed away recently. Ajji also mentioned about another son of hers, who is an auto driver and waits 

his auto in front of the Chinmaya Hospital Auto stand in Indiranagar. He knows about her and her 

whereabouts – yet Ajji doesn’t stay with him or mentioned much about the possibility of. Her other 

children were all married and settled – but she knew not about them.  

Ajji’s husband worked with the army in the hospital, amongst the patients. He used to nurse them 

and take care of them. Her father, who also worked with the army, was the one who found her a 

groom. Her father and all her uncle’s used to work in the army – in the mess. They were good cooks 

and used to work in maintaining the mess. ‘They were tall and broad shouldered men – very fair and 

handsome too’, she said. ‘I was very fair and healthy too. It is because of my ill health that I have lost 

so much weight’ she says. She complains of pain in the limbs and chest.  

She was troubled with having developed a dry scalp and dandruff off-late and kept scratching her 

head digging out for dandruff flakes throughout our conversation. She kept mentioning about how 

earlier, she had none of this dandruff – when she had her own house and her own way of living. Ajji 

had a house in the slum nearby - a big expensive house, the best of its kind. She’d worked with her 

husband for sometime in the army mess and had spent all the money in buying assets in form of 

large vessels, furniture and other such essentials for the house.  

Ajji lost her husband a few years back. And Raju passed away as well. She was now being taken care 

of by her other children who stayed in the house that she and her husband had built. Owing to her 

ill-health, she was admitted by her sons to the Bowring Hospital in Shivajinagar. She was in the 

hospital for a few months – during which her children dint visit or meet her. After getting discharged 
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from the hospital, she stayed back to work in there itself. She felt like working with the patients in 

the hospital – so she started working there as a care-giver. This was similar to the kind of work that 

her husband used to do – and she was proud of doing it.  

While working in the hospital, Ajji met with an accident. She had slipped and fallen by the cot and hit 

her tooth to the edge of the metal frame. She lost her front two teeth in this accident. ‘Else I was a 

very pretty woman’ said Ajji with a toothless grin. Having told her that she is still very beautiful, Ajji 

pinched my cheek and blushed so lovely.  

A few weeks ago, the officials of the hospital she working in brought her to the slum. She found her 

house – but it was locked from the outside. However, she was familiar with the persons around, her 

neighbours and others. She was suggested by the hospital officials to stay back in the slum and try 

finding her children. She agreed and stayed back. The people in the neighbourhood knew her and 

were kind to her, but she preferred to stay by herself on the street. Ajji feels like the people in the 

slum are not clean and hygienic. For issues of cleanliness, she preferred to stay by herself – on the 

streets.  

The people around are kind to her and give her food and water. It’s been almost two weeks since the 

people from the hospital left her at her slum. She started living away from the slum, mainly on the 

streets near the spastic society. At the time I had met her, she had finished her lunch – spicy biryani 

which was way too spicy for her she said. ‘Eating food with lots of spices in one of the reasons for 

getting dandruff’, she said. ‘But what to do, no choice - the people of that house gave me this food 

with a lot of love. I can’t throw it’, she said pointing to a house across the street.  

Ironic to the state of homelessness that she currently is in, Ajji had very kind things to say about her 

children and the world in general. ‘I have no troubles in my life. Everyone in the world is kind Even my 

children – very good kids. Not at one instance did they fight or cause disharmony. They always loved 

me and took very good care of me’.  

Case Narrative Analysis 

Individual 

In this case we see a woman, old age and a widow. She spoke with the researcher (a stranger) about 

her life and incidents with a certain degree of un-inhibition, openness and non-cohesiveness. She’s a 

mother of 12 out of which she’s lost three children. Two of the three she’s lost are children who she 

speaks about fondly and very affectionately. She hailed from a family with a background of having 

worked in the army and got married to a person who was working in the army as well. Despite 

having been reduced the streets currently, she is proud to have at one point worked hard to build a 

house of her own and have bought many valuable assets for the house. Ajji’s style and mannerism of 

talking is indicative of her having developed mental illness.  

Support Systems 

Family: Ajji has 5 daughters and 4 sons alive but none of who she is in touch with right now. She 

doesn’t know their whereabouts and is apparently on the look-out for them. She was very close to 

Raju – her youngest son who at some point had taken care of her. He however passed away a few 

years back – which signifies a collapse of a significant support system to Ajji. She mentioned another 

son of hers who is an auto rickshaw driver – he seems to be aware of her whereabouts – but hasn’t 
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extended his support to her. She was admitted to the hospital by her children – but there seems to 

have been no follow up or attempt to take her back into the family after she was treated in the 

hospital for the illness. This indicates that the motive for getting her admitted in the hospital was 

beyond just procuring treatment but also abandonment. Family as a support system has clearly 

collapsed in Ajji’s life.  

Community: The community around Ajji represented by the slum dwellers (her neighbours earlier) 

and the houses around the street that she currently lives on – seem to have given some sort of 

assistance and support to her. The food she was eating at the time of the interview was given to her 

by one of the residents of the street that she currently dwells on. However, Ajji had also complained 

about the Biryani that was given to her – it was spicy and she hadn’t consumed it completely. So, 

despite extending that sort of support and assistance, in this case we see that the relevant and 

appropriate kind of food for Ajji was not given by the resident. Most probably, the food that was 

given away was more at the convenience of the resident. Hence support in this case has been 

extended but not in context or Ajji’s specific need.  

Government: The government hospital that Ajji’s sons had gotten her admitted to had played a vital 

role in her treatment, employment - post treatment and repatriation. However, the repatriation 

initiative taken up by them remained incomplete without follow-up (as of the day of the interview).  

Vulnerabilities 

Physical: Ajji complains of pain in her chest and limbs. Despite having been treated in the hospital – 

she seems to still have some problem regarding her health. Living on the streets – with 

inappropriate food and shelter availability, limited or no access to medication, medical assistance 

and support - Ajji is only being exposed to being more physically vulnerable. The pain in her chest 

could range from being a symptom of weather change to a chest infection or a heart problem. Her 

old-age is a strong contributing factor of her physical vulnerability.  

Psychologically: Ajji’s mannerisms and expressions seemed inappropriate to her current state of 

being. For example, despite having been reduced to the street, and there being some evidence of 

abandonment, she spoke happily about how all people – and especially her children were kind 

hearted, loved her and took such good care of her. The genuineness and sincerity with which she 

expressed this about her children were a direct anti-thesis to her current state of homelessness. 

Another instance is that of her constantly mentioning the dandruff in her hair and fanning them off 

during conversation. Her openness and uninhibited mannerism also indicates the possibility of a 

mental illness – which only makes her psychologically more vulnerable while living on the streets.  

Needs and requirements 

Ajji’s immediate needs are of basic needs – shelter and food. She is also in need of psychological care 

and support and medical intervention for the physical conditions she is suffering from. She needs 

medical care along with a safe shelter and food. 

Relevance of Law 

The probability of her being processed under the law is high. However, it is questionable how 

relevant it would be to her welfare to take her into custody. Even though her basic needs would be 
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met by the provisions in the Beggars Home – the specialized care and support that she is in dire need 

of currently wouldn’t be met. Taking her into custody would also wound her concept of dignity 

further and make her more vulnerable to further increasing the mental illness she currently is 

suffering from.  The law doesn’t provide for what she needs and it won’t be anything more than 

criminalizing her state of destitution.  

Case 12: Pasha 
Pasha, a 75 year old man, is a native of Yellarbande – a village which is roughly 60 kms from 

Bangalore. However, Pasha is not new to Bangalore or its streets. Years ago, he used to travel all the 

way from Yellapanpura to the city market to buy fresh pineapples.  He would then slice them, spice 

them and sell it on the streets. 

Pasha gradually grew weary of the business since it was physically very demanding. As old age 

caught up, Pasha grew more tired and weak. He slowly reduced working and eventually retired. 

Pasha has just one daughter, two grand-daughters and a grandson. Pasha used to live with them in a 

rented house which was owned by the local politician.  

He talks fondly of his daughter and shares that she was a very hard working woman but it was 

difficult to run the family with the money she earned. Of his two grand-daughters one works in a 

garment handloom factory and the other works in a beauty parlour. Pasha’s grandson who used to 

drive an auto rickshaw – met with an accident and broke his left leg – thigh downward. Even now, 

he’s under medication and is bed ridden. Pasha spent all his savings on getting his grandson treated. 

A few months back, Pasha’s daughter went out of town. Pasha over a time felt like he was being a 

burden on his granddaughters. They would seldom even give him food before him asking for it 

repeatedly. One day, Pasha asked his granddaughter for some lunch. She did not pay heed to him. 

He couldn’t control his hunger so Pasha went to a nearby bakery and borrowed a loaf of bread on 

loan. ‘Our village is small and people help each other’, he says – ‘There have been a lot of times that I 

have loaned money to others in the village and people have loaned me food and money as well’. 

However, after having bought the bread on loan, he came back home and hesitantly asked his 

granddaughter for some rasam to have the bread with. ‘Hell broke loose’, he says, ‘when I asked her 

for some rasam. We broke into a fight and she threatened to beat me with a chappal. I couldn’t bear 

it anymore, I walked out. I would rather beg and eat than live in that house where I’m given no 

respect and have no dignity’. Pasha started crying as he shared with me these experiences that have 

caused him much pain. His daughter hasn’t returned home yet – but even once she’s back he 

doesn’t want to go back. ‘I have travelled so much on the streets of Bangalore - I know this city well. 

I’ve earned and fed my family - but it’s my ill-fate that my family could not respect me and asked me 

to get out of the house. I will never go back to them’, he says. Pasha bitterly shared that he had 

never imagined to be reduced to this state. He always believed in himself to be a strong man who 

not only took care of himself but his family too. ‘But when it comes to my family taking care of me, I 

have been reduced to this’, he says crying.   

Pasha travels from Yellarbande to Cunningham road on a daily basis. At Cunningham road he sits at 

three places. In the morning, he sits under the big tree which is at the centre of Cunningham Road 

since its cool and provides shade, at 2 o’clock, he moves to the building at the beginning of the 
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street and sits there. At that time of the day - there is shade in that part of the road and there are 

more passersby as well he says. At around 4 o clock he moves back to the tree where a pani puri 

shop is set up. The person who sells pani puri is friendly towards Pasha and enjoys his company. 

Pasha proudly shares that despite not having a watch, he knows when exactly it’s struck 4. He 

observes the shadow of the building behind him which falls on the wall of the shop on the opposite 

side. ‘When the shadow reaches the second floor, I know its 4 o clock’, he says with a wide grin. 

By nightfall he catches a bus and goes back to Yellapanpura. In Yellapanpura he stays in a temple 

which he says protects him from the rain and cold. He wakes up in the morning, freshens up and 

then again takes a bus to Bangalore. 

Pasha feels sad and depressed many a times because of the state that he has been pushed into. 

Sometimes he feels disillusioned by it and cannot believe that he is actually living life on the alms he 

asks from strangers. Pasha has started abusing alcohol ever since he’s been out on the streets. Even 

though he used to drink earlier in his life too – he did so only occasionally. But over the ast few 

months he finds it impossible to sleep at night without drinking alcohol.  

A few days ago, Pasha was roused and angered by thinking about the turn of events that has 

resulted him on the streets. He wanted to prove his granddaughters a point that he was able to take 

care of himself and that he dint need their support. ‘I wanted to show them that I am a proud man 

so I came to Bangalore and bought pineapples. I took them back to Yellarbande on the same day, 

sliced and spiced them up and started selling the pieces right in front of my house’, he narrates. 

After having stood with a spread of sliced pineapples for a couple of hours in the hot sun, Pasha was 

exhausted. He had earned forty rupees by then and went to the arrack shop to drink – assuming that 

it would make him feel stronger. Once he got drunk, Pasha passed out beside his small shop. Pasha 

woke up only in the evening and realized that a village – who is like a grandson of sort, had sold all 

the pineapples. Once Pasha woke up, he handed over all the money to him. Pasha wet again that 

night to the arrack shop, got drunk again and fell asleep. ‘This state of destitution makes me feel 

weak and wasted sometimes’, says Pasha, ‘I try to be strong but it's terrible sometimes’.   

According to Pasha, persons in destitution aren’t doing anything wrong. He is against able-bodied 

persons asking for alms, but he says that there also people like himself who are unable to work – and 

who sit on the street they have no other choice. ‘Things today have changed and I have no control 

over these things. Earlier we used to respect our elders and take care of them - but today things have 

changed. Youngsters today live differently and elders need to take care of themselves’ muses Pasha.   

Some of the people on Cunningham Road recognize Pasha. ‘The watchman, the pani puri fellow, the 

tea shop person, the policeman – they all recognize me and treat me well. But some of the passersby 

look down upon me. Some of them are good - but some don’t hand over money, they throw it’ he 

says. ‘Even now, look at how many people are strangely looking at us just because you are sitting 

down with me and talking to me. They dont think this is normal. Both of us talking is not considered 

as normal by them’ he says with anger. In his village, Pasha is respected and people recognize him as 

a hard-working person.  

Pasha uses the money that he earns by begging in paying for the bus rides, his meals and to get his 

clothes laundered. ‘I’m not from a poor family, but I have been reduced to this’, he says. On asking 

him what could and should be done to improve the state of affairs for persons in destitution, Pasha 
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says, ‘the values of the older times are vanishing and being replaced by new ones. To respect elders, 

to understand caring for aged as parents is no longer understood a privilege but a burden. If in such 

circumstances there were places to stay for old persons – providing us with basic services, then it 

would be very very helpful’. According to Pasha the public should also be considerate towards 

destitute persons and respect them. ‘The government and politicians should also do something - 

instead of swallowing money and getting involved in corruption - they must spend on people who 

need the money’, he says confidently.  

Case Narrative Analysis 

Individual 

Pasha is an old-aged person who earlier was a street vendor by profession. He is a widower and a 

father of one. He is a proud man who shouts abuses at passersby who stare at him and at the same 

time soft hearted to break into tears while sharing the story of his life. According to Pasha, he is ill-

fated to be reduced to living on the streets.  

Support systems 

Family: Pasha has only one daughter and 3 grandchildren. He was ill-treated by his grand-daughters 

on account of food. A fight following this incident is what forced Pasha out of the house. He was 

threatened to be beaten with a chappal which insulted and disrespected him beyond he could bear. 

His daughter is sympathetic towards him and requests him to return to their family but his pride and 

belief in his own ability doesn’t allow him to return. Despite having worked hard to provide for his 

family, Pasha feels like he’s being banished by them and draws very little support from them.  

Community: In his village, Pasha speaks of having been helped to an extent by being loaned money 

and food. He was also respected as a hard-working person and treated well by the community in his 

village. On the day when, to prove a point, he went back to his village and tried selling pineapples, it 

was a boy from the village who helped him sell all the pineapples and safely handed over him all the 

earnings. In his life on the streets, Pasha has built acquaintances with the watch man of the building 

in front of which he sits and the pani-puri vendor.  

Vulnerabilities 

Emotionally: Pasha is hurt and pained by his grandchildren’s behaviour. Even his daughter’s 

apologies and requests to return to the family haven’t been able to anoint the insults that his 

granddaughters have honed him with. He is sad and depressed and has started consuming alcohol to 

deal with this disturbance. He is vulnerable to growing overly dependent on alcohol in order to deal 

with his emotional difficulties. He also feels weak and vulnerable himself and tries hard to reveal 

that side of himself to his family. 

Financially: Pasha is not financially secure either presently or for the future.  

Needs and requirements 

Pasha requires care and shelter in this immediate context. At a later junction, repatriation with 

family, including counselling of both parties (Pasha and the family) could be contemplated. Pasha 

needs to be reassured of his dignity.  
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Relevance of the law 

Pasha is vulnerable to being arrested and processed under the law; however, the relevance of it is 

meagre. Even though he would get shelter in the beggar’s home, his need to restore his dignity and 

lead a respectable life amongst family wouldn’t be met.  

Self-respect and dignity is of prime importance to him else he would have never moved out of home. 

He couldn’t take the humiliation from his grandchildren and he chose to live with respect on his 

own. Arrest would make him an offender and break him completely. As an old age person of 75 

years, he deserves to live with dignity and law would completely fail on that account. 

 

Case 13: Tai 

On the pavement beside the Banashankari sat a woman, with matted unkempt hair, lowered eyes 

and a swollen belly. She seemed no more than some twenty five years old and was draped in a saree 

in an unconventional style. The saree was mostly just rolled around her thin body which was 

protruding at the belly. She wouldn’t talk to any strangers – no matter what the question was. 

However, talking in Marati eludes a response from her – she smiles when anyone speaks to her in 

Marati or calls her ‘tai’.  

Tai is a native of Maharashtra and a daughter of a tender coconut vendor. Her parents and her 

brother stay in a slum close by to the temple. Tai too used to stay with them too – till eight months 

ago – when she was meted out with brutal injustice.  

It was eight months ago that Tai was raped by local goons and rowdies. Unable to deal with the 

gravity of the situation, Tai’s father put his foot down and forced his daughter out of his house. She 

was asked to never return again. The cruel and violent incident of rape, followed by her being 

abandoned by her family led to Tai developing certain serious psychological complications. As she 

started living on the streets, Tai was left traumatized and developed severe mental illness. She got 

pregnant as a consequence of the rape and came about to start living on the pavement outside the 

Banashankari temple since then… 

Tai is often keeps to herself and barely speaks or communicates with anyone. She is commonly 

found speaking, laughing and conversing with herself. However, having developed some familiarity 

with the fruit and flower vendors outside the temple - at times she responds to them when they talk 

to her. She is familiar amongst and accepted by the community of vendors outside the temple. 

When the people who she is familiar with ask her where the ‘paapa’ (baby) is - she points to her 

stomach with both hands. Her closest acquaintance amongst the vendors is a girl named Fatima – a 

shoe vendor and sets her shop right next to where Tai sits on the pavement. On a regular basis, 

Fatima procures food and water for Tai to consume. The vendors are kind to Tai and treat her 

affirmatively. However, even though sympathetic, the vendors don’t treat Tai as an equal. Many 

times they poke fun at her, call her names, get angry with her when she doesn’t respond to their 

talks and laugh at her when she gets angry.  
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Tai has a small basket filled with clean clothes and sarees. However, she hardly uses them. She 

doesn’t bathe and wear clean clothes on a regular basis. Infact, it is rumoured that Tai hasn’t 

changed her clothes or even had a bath since that fateful day – 8 months ago. She passes urine and 

faeces at the place where she sits at and doesn’t make an effort to clean up either herself or to keep 

physical distance from her bodily wastes. She is observed to sit on the excreta most often and hide it 

from the public eye. She sits and sleeps at the same place. Her living habits and conditions have led 

to her developing skin infections and illnesses.  

Tai doesn’t ask for alms. Even though she sits in an area where many people walk past during the 

day – she’s never been observed begging, invoking anyone or demanding attention from the 

passersby. Some of the passersby and devotees who come to the temple and notice Tai - enquire 

about her, buy some food for her or give her money. Tai hardly eats the food that strangers buy for 

her and doesn’t respond to them. There are also certain devotees who make faces and comment 

about the unclean conditions that Tai is living in, that too right next to the temple. Tai doesn’t 

respond to the devotees of this kind either.  

In the recent past, the Banashankari temple priest had warned Tai and told her in a very firm tone of 

voice to leave the premises of the temple and never to return. This action was a consequence of a 

devotee having complained about her to the managing authority of the temple. After being warned, 

Tai had gone away from the premises for almost a week. She returned a week much to the relief of 

the vendors. They were worried about where Tai had gone. She being a person affected by mental 

illness, a woman pregnant and in her third trimester, with a history of rape and violence would be in 

a more vulnerable position on the streets as compared to anyone else. Much to their relief, she 

returned a week later and refused to respond when asked where she’d gone off to.  

The vendors outside the temple are confused about what is going to happen of Tai. Recently, a few 

of them decided to take her to a nearby hospital to get a check up of her pregnancy. Some 4 

kilometres away was a government hospital which they took her too. However, Tai wasn’t admitted 

inside the hospital and the vendors were told by the hospital officials she wasn’t tidy enough to be 

check up and treated.  

Amongst the vendors in front of the temple, one of them have adopted an abandoned child on the 

streets a few years ago. It took some money and paper-work to legally adopt this child – but now the 

child is said to be happy and growing well with his adopted parents. A vegetable vendor is planning 

on similarly adopting Tai’s new born. All the other vendors are in support of this since they feel that 

he and his wife would be in a much better position to care for the child than Tai. They haven’t asked 

Tai about this and don’t seriously intend to either. ‘She won’t understand what we’re asking 

anyways…she hardly talks to any of us. Let’s see – when the time comes, we’ll see what will happen’ 

says a vendor.  

As I was talking to the vendors, Tai moved away from us and went and sat by herself at a distance. 

She was getting agitated that we were speaking to each other about her and starting looking at us 

disappointedly and mumbling angrily to herself. That was our cue to relook at our actions, stop 

talking and disperse.  

The next time I made a trip to the area outside the temple, Tai was not around. I looked around for 

the vendors who I had spoken to the previous time. I found one of them and asked her about Tai’s 
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whereabouts. She told me that just the day before Tai developed some sort of pain in her stomach. 

The vendors got together and called for an ambulance. The moment the ambulance arrived and Tai 

was asked to get in, she feared the crowd, the ambulance and the noise that she took all her 

belongings, hugged her belly and started running in the opposite direction. She hasn’t returned to 

the temple since then… 

Case Narrative Analysis 

Individual 

In this case we see a woman who is a survivor of rape. She’s been affected by mental illness and is 

pregnant as a consequence of the rape. The violence which has been meted out at her has had a 

deep psychological impact on her. She doesn’t interact much with anyone, hardly consumes food 

and maintains poor hygiene. She responds to people who speak with her in Marati – but is otherwise 

not comfortable with human communication and interaction. She is well aware of her pregnancy 

and the knowledge of there being a child in her womb.  

Support Systems 

Tai was abandoned by her family after they learnt that she was raped. There has been no contact or 

communication with them over the past 8 months.  

The immediate community of vendors in front of the temple have been of support to Tai – Fatima 

especially. She regularly procures food and water for Tai. The other vendors are also of support – 

they try to speak with her sometimes and have even tried to take her to the hospital. Their attitude 

towards Tai however is more sympathetic and paternal. They tend to make decisions for her – 

especially an important one like adopting the child she would give birth too. This community also is 

found to poke fun at tai and laugh at her.  

Another active participant of this community has been the temple priest who – at the complain of a 

devotee – firmly had asked Tai to leave the premises.  

Support systems at the level of the state and the government also seem to have collapsed for Tai. 

For one, she has been raped, homeless and on the street for the past 8 months without receiving 

any help or assistance from the state. Secondly, she was not even allowed admission to the 

government hospital she was taken to by the vendors – because of the unhygienic state she was in.  

Vulnerabilities 

Physically, Tai faces high vulnerability being in the advanced stage of pregnancy that she is in – with 

living on the streets, affected by illness, limited in-take of food, having already developed skin 

diseases, she is vulnerable to more infections and ailments. There could also be complications with 

pregnancy or threat to her life and that of the child’s in sight of the several accidents which can 

occur as a part of street living.  

Psychologically, Tai is currently suffering of mental illness and has a history of violence and rape. She 

is vulnerable to further develop the illness she is already suffering from. The pregnancy could also 

cause her increased vulnerability.  
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There is a possibility that Tai being a young woman, be harassed and sexually abused on the streets 

again – hence making her more socially vulnerable. The impact of the vendors planning to take her 

child away without really consulting with her or understanding her need with the child she would 

give birth to again makes her more socially and psychologically vulnerable.  

Needs and requirements 

Tai is in need of immediate medical psychiatrist care and support. Support needs to also be 

extended to her and child she will shortly deliver – post the delivery. 

Relevance of the Law 

Extremely vulnerable to be processed under the law, she is classical example of how this law has 

failed to take into account the range of compelling factors that lead people to the state of extreme 

vulnerability. She suffers from mental illness and needs immediate treatment has been facing abuse 

on the street and raped as a result of which she is pregnant and possibly might be carrying infections 

also. It is not less than a shame that in spite of her mental illness and all the abuse and exploitation 

that she has faced, law would still be applicable on her and she is an offender legally.  

She can be arrested any day simply because law provides for the arrest of wandering mentally ill 

persons. She may be kept in detention for a year or two and then released back on the same streets 

for yet another cycle of abuse and exploitation. 

 

Case 14: Basavanna 

The path that leads to Victoria Hospital from the Vani Vilas Road in lined with parapet walls on both 

sides – some 2 feet high and 1 feet wide. Off these parapet walls are raised mesh fences almost 8 

feet high.  

Across the stretch of these parapet walls are several persons, waiting to go into the hospital, persons 

who have been just discharged, persons waiting for their family members who are admitted inside 

and others such are usually found to be sitting or strolling around.  

Close to the parapet was a man who was lying down, wearing soiled clothes. By going closer to him, 

it was found that he had a urinary bag attached to his waist and was on a flat board with wheels. 

Beside him were two empty coconut shells.  

I went and sat besides on the parapet maintaining a comfortable distance, yet at close quarters 

sufficient to be able to communicate. There was a stench of dried urine and dirt which was 

emanating from him.  When asked how he was feeling, he was hesitant to talk and started muttering 

to himself. A while later he snapped that he wasn’t feeling well and that he knew exactly who I was. 

‘You are that Kannada Movie actress, I know’, he said and pointing at a Kannada and a Tamil 

newspaper in his hand, ‘I have see your pictures in the newspaper and don’t think I can’t read, I can 

read’, he said vehemently. I introduced myself to him and asked him what his name was. ‘My name 

is Beedi Basavanna’, he said loudly. ‘And I can read Kannada and Tamil’.  

After a while I asked him if he’s eaten something since morning, he said that he hadn’t and that he 

wanted to eat masala dosa. Assuming that he would be more familiar with the area and the hotels 
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around than I was, I asked him if he could tell me where the nearest hotel was. He felt agitated by 

my asking him that and replied in a raised voice that he did not know where the hotel was and that I 

should know better. Apologising to him, I went to find a hotel where some food could be bought for 

him.  

Having got a Masala dosa packed, I returned to where he was and gave the food packet to him. 

Contrary to his mood previously, Basavanna was calm, relaxed and infact seemed eager to talk. He 

asked me if I were from a hospital on Bannerghatta Road. I said that I wasn’t from any hospital and 

was unsure about which hospital he was referring to. He told me in an apologetic manner that he 

had assumed that I was from that hospital and that’s why was hesitant to speak with me. Persons 

who work in the hospital comb the streets of the city and take persons like him to the hospital and 

get them admitted he said. ‘By admitting people like me, they get money! I thought you were one of 

them!’ he exclaimed. He too was once taken by a person to the hospital in Bannerghatta road. He 

was admitted there and given treatment too. However, even before recovering completely he was 

discharged and asked to leave the hospital premises. Despite having complained and informed the 

persons-in-charge in the hospital about his discomfort – he was forced to leave. On asking what 

difficulties he was facing, Basavanna said that he was having major problems with his urinary tract 

and was always in pain. He needed money to get an operation done and did not have any money on 

him. Basavanna was explicit in explaining the problems that he was suffering and was also pointing 

to the parts of his body which was paining and hurting him. He touched his knee and said that he 

had met with an accident some days back which had injured him and had severely fractured the 

bones in his knee. On asking where and how he met with this accident, he replied that this had 

happened in Kolar. Recognising Kolar, a small town around 90 kilometres away from Bangalore - 

famous for its gold mines, I exclaimed – asking him if he was a native of Kolar.  

Basavanna exhibited a sudden rage on being asked that question. He threw the masala dosa packet 

away and started screaming. He said that I was some person who was trying to make things worse 

for him by asking these questions and that he did not want to talk to anyone. He was in pain and 

asked me if I could do anything about that – but instead he was being asked questions and bought 

food as bribe for responses. Getting more impatient, louder and explicit with his speech, Basavanna 

asked if I were speaking with him so as to go to bed with him and that he would be able to do that 

anyways since he had hurt his genitals. ‘I had spoken once to someone who I thought could help me 

and have ended up in a state worse than ever before, I don’t want to do the same mistake again’, he 

screamed loudly.  

By then, I was shocked and muted and sat absolutely still beside him. People around, however, had 

gathered and had started staring at Basavanna and me and started a comments in whispers. One 

man said, ‘OK, just forget about what happened and take the masala dosa and eat it. It’s not good to 

throw food’. This agitated Basavanna even more. He took the packet which he had earlier thrown 

and threw it further away – with more force. ‘I would rather starve to death than eat food given by 

people who would take advantage of me, I know people like her - they work in organizations. They 

say they work for poor people but only make lives worse for people like us. I know because it has 

happened to me’, he screamed. On seeing him throw his food away, a woman who was standing 

behind the fence on the parapet started abusing him cruelly. She said that she was hurt and 

ashamed by his behaviour especially since he wasn’t ready to accept the support of a person who 

was willing to help and instead was throwing away the food that was bought for him.  
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People had gathered around us in a semi-circle: most people expressing in audible whispers how 

ungrateful Basavanna was. Victimized and traumatized by people’s reactions towards him, 

Basavanna started screaming louder and swearing at everyone around him.  

I moved from that place assuming that the people surrounding him would get dispersed and maybe 

that would calm him. Luckily that worked. As I left - people gathered around me, asking me what had 

happened and assuring me not to worry and so on. Agitated still and but slightly calmer than before, 

Basavanna grabbed the two coconut shells next to him and using that as supports – pushed himself 

against the road and went away- towards the hospital. She kept muttering to himself angrily and was 

shaking with anger while he moved away from the maddening crowd.  

Case Narrative Analysis 

Individual 

In this case we see a man, alone, severely unwell and on the streets with a painful medical condition. 

He had a urinary bag attached to his body and moves around by pushing himself on a flat board on 

wheels. The severity of the medical condition that he is currently in can be inferred from the 

presence of a urinary bag and his dependency on the flat board with wheels for mobility. Apart from 

his medical condition – he was in a state of mood fluctuation – was excited and inquisitive in one 

moment, harsh and loud during the immediate next moment. He seemed to have been angered and 

frustrated by several experiences of his life and feel like has been taken advantage of by civil society 

organizations. He was in soiled clothes which emitted a stench – which shows that it has been a 

while since he has been cared for personally or medically.  

The degree of frustration that he was passing through is also evident from him calling himself ‘Beedi 

Basavanna’- which in Kannada means street buffalo. It’s a term used in slang that refers to a person 

who is more street bound than anything else.  

Support Systems 

Family: Despite not having mentioned specifically about his family, it could be inferred from his state 

of homelessness and extreme medical condition that family as a support system is not in picture. 

Moreover, he got impatient and lost his temper at the point at which he was probed about whether 

or not he belonged to Kolar. Assuming that he is a native of Kolar – his outburst most likely indicated 

the discomfort he had in talking about Kolar and his family in Kolar  

Civil Society Organizations/Govt: Basavanna has received support from either a civil society 

organization representative or a government outreach worker. However, the support extended was 

more short term based and not in complete appropriation to Basavanna’s condition. There was no 

follow up of his case and was discharged from the hospital in a condition which was risky to live with 

on the streets. It might even be probable that he has developed more critical infections by living on 

the streets - post him being discharged from the hospital. 

Vulnerabilities 

Physical: Physically, Basavanna is highly vulnerable. In his current medical condition he is prone to 

infections which would only make things worse. Basavanna is also not n a position to do things for 
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himself and is reduced to the flat wheel board. This curbs his mobility and his ability to fend for 

himself. For instance, even if he were to refer himself to the Victoria Hospital – climbing the stairs ot 

the counter of reaching out to the person behind the counter would be a huge barrier.  

Psychologically: Basavanna is frustrated and angry with how things have turned out for him. He is 

moody and hurt ad is vulnerable to grow more cynical about life and things around him. There is also 

the possibility of him developing mood and anxiety disorders owing to his life patterns, stress and 

pain. 

Financially too Basavanna’s vulnerability is on the high. He has no money to afford medical 

treatment, food or shelter. There is no income for Basavanna right now. 

Socially: Because of the physical condition in which Basavanna is, there is a possibility that he be 

ostracized and ill-treated by the public. The psychological frame of mind he is in, the frustration, 

anger and moodiness would most probably understood as an abnormality than a consequence of 

the kind of life that he has been through so far.  

Needs and requirements 

Basavanna’s immediate needs would be to access medication and treatment. He also needs a clean 

and hygienic environment to live in and heal. His state of mind, anger and frustration indicates that 

there could be dire need for psychological counselling, support and care.  

Impact and relevance of law 

There is a very high probability that he be processed under the Beggary Act – probably it’s his 

location of just outside the hospital and his ‘visible’ medical situation that has resulted in him not 

getting arrested till now. The relevance of him being taken into custody and criminalized for his state 

is low. In custody, he would be disciplined and given an option to learn certain livelihood skills – 

however his dire need for medication, treatment, care and support wouldn’t be met. He needs a 

recovery shelter and not the detention. He needs a safe shelter with care and attendants till the 

time his condition improves where as custody home will put him in detention for minimum of one 

year. 

He isn’t begging with choice and as such ‘punishment’ theory to ‘correct’ him doesn’t hold any good. 

 

Case 16: Adirma 

Adirma is a 54 year old woman from a village called Nacheguda (100 kilometres from Bangalore – 

towards Andhra Pradesh). At the time of this interview, Adirma had been in Bangalore for 15 days. 

In Nacheguda, Adirma and her husband used to work as daily wage labourers. They used to do all 

kinds of work – ranging from agriculture, laying of the road, digging wells and so on. They had six 

beautiful children together – the eldest being 18 years old the rest much younger to her. Adirma’s 

eldest daughter was more of a parent to her younger siblings than a sister. While Adirma and her 

husband used to sweat it out and earn a living for the family, her eldest daughter used to take care 

of the younger ones and manage the household chores. Both Adirma and her husband never 
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attended school. Despite earning less and being totally dependent on daily wages, Adirma and her 

husband wanted their young ones to go to school and be educated. The younger five of them were 

enrolled in the village school and encouraged to be regular to school and study hard. Adirma dreamt 

that one day, when her children would be old enough to earn, they wouldn’t have to earn from 

manual labour. They would instead work in offices and earn well. Despite being able to just about 

make ends meet, Adirma was leading a content life, happy and excited about what the future held in 

store for her family. 

The rocky, yet smooth goings of Adirma’s family came to a rude, shrieking halt two years ago - when 

her husband met with a brutal road accident – which took his life. Overnight, things changed: The 

stable foundation on which the family stood was shook up. The confidence with which Adirma had 

dreamt of a colourful future for her children looked bleak. Adirma became a widow with the burden 

of feeding eight mouths entirely on her shoulders. 

Apart from being overwhelmed by the pain of losing her partner and experiencing spasms of 

loneliness, Adirma was now finding it difficult to cope with the financial needs of her family. The 

future which had seemed welcoming earlier now seemed unstable. Even before completing the 

mourning period, Adirma was on her foot looking for work in and around her village – how 

otherwise was she to fill eight hungry stomachs? While her daughter took complete charge of the 

household, Adirma slogged round the clock to find and do work and keep the family going. 

This is how the cycle of life in Adirma’s life and that of her family’s kept running the whole of two 

years. Adirma lost a lot of weight and peace of mind during these two years. She worked hard to 

make ends meet and ensured that her children attended school. 

It was in the midst of this style of living that a friend and neighbour of Adirma met a man (Raja) – 

who was introduced to her as an individual who has earlier helped persons in villages find high 

paying jobs in the city. On speaking with him, Adirma felt relived with hope. With a high paying job, 

she would be able to earn better and hence support her children better by working in a city. Despite 

not knowing about anyone else in the village who has been helped by him, without thinking much 

and trusting him too quickly, Adirma decided to travel with him to the city and give this a 

opportunity a shot. To her, this seemed like a one time opportunity to set things right again for 

herself and her children - a perfect answer to the financial crisis that the family was going through 

and she was excited by the prospect of it. Within the next few days Adirma packed her bags to leave 

for Bangalore. Before leaving, she handed over the family’s savings to her eldest daughter and 

placed her in charge of the house. She spoke with each of her children, assuring them that she would 

be back soon and made each of them promise that they would regularly attend school. 

Adirma was nervous yet excited about moving to Bangalore. They travelled by bus to get to 

Bangalore. When she tried asking Raja, what kind of work she would be doing – he was brief and 

unsure – and said that he would have to find out and make arrangements after reaching Bangalore. 

However, he assured her confidently that he would find her a well-paying job and not to worry 

about it. On reaching Bangalore, Adirma was overwhelmed by the noise and the population of the 

city. Bangalore was a big city, she thought, and this city would help her meet her goals. 

In Bangalore, Adirma moved around from place to place for a couple of days with Raja. They looked 

around and spoke to people. While Raja did most of the talking, Adirma would observe and mostly 
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remain quiet. Not comfortable with speaking about what followed, she only said that a couple of 

days later she was abandoned by Raja and left off by herself. All of a sudden – Adirma was all alone 

in this big city, completely by herself. She had nothing but a little money to rely on – which she’d 

carried with her while leaving Nacheguda. 

Adirma was lost in the midst the longing to go back to her children, desperation to earn and the 

helplessness of finding herself alone in such a huge city – where she knew no one and nothing. 

Thoughts about whether her children are safe or not, if there are attending school and the pressing 

need to get her older daughter married and other such concerns keep floating over in Adirma’s 

mind. With a small bag of clothes and some money, Adirma found a peaceful inner road near the 

brigade Road junction and started sleeping there at nights. During the day she would move around 

the city in hope of trying to find some employment – but she use to hardly muster courage enough 

to ask someone to give her a job. She was also scared and weary of trusting people – especially after 

what had happened with Raja. 

Quickly running out of money, and finding no avenue to earn some, Adirma started extending an 

arm to the passersby on the streets - asking for alms. The first time Adirma extended her arm, she 

was embarrassed and hurt. She told herself that she was doing this, not out of choice but lack of 

choice instead. She needed money to take of herself and her children. Begging irked her conscience 

a lot during the first few days – but over a week, it became a routine and work by itself. By the time 

it would strike 9, there would be many pedestrians walking down the inner lane and many giving her 

some alms. 

Adirma saves more than she spends - to be able to make a trip to Nacheguda and back. She craves to 

see her children again and to make sure they are fine. She wants to give them the money she’s 

earned and saved and then return to Bangalore for more. Not having even spoken to her children 

since when she’s come to Bangalore, Adirma is anxious as well as eager to get back to them soon. 

With very few belongings, Adirma begs and sleeps at the same place every day. She hasn’t been 

confronted with many significant problems on the streets so far and has been getting familiar with 

the police in charge of the street, the watchmen of the buildings on the street and so on. Even 

though she doesn’t speak with anyone, Adirma feels protected by the familiarity. 

Despite having accepted begging as means of ensuring an income in order to meet her immediate 

needs and requirements, she would any day want to earn her living from working hard and would 

jump at any chance available. She is willing to do any sort of manual labour or work as a domestic 

worker as well. 

Adirma hopes that the government would generate daily wage employment for people like her. 

Some sort of short term employment which would assure her work for a month or fifteen days after 

which she could collect her wages. For migrant labourers like her, who would want to go back to 

their villages often in order to pay a visit to their families, a short term commitment for work would 

work more efficiently. 

However, with little hope left for finding employment, little knowledge regarding the anti beggary 

act in cities, lots of eagerness to meet her children and much trepidation regarding their well-being: 

Adirma continues living on the inner street near Brigade Road. 
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Case Narrative Analysis 

Individual: 

Adirma is a middle aged woman, and a widow who is conscious of the responsibility that she bears 

as a single mother of 6. The sudden death of her husband seems to have made her vulnerable and 

pushed her to take some sudden huge decisions in her life. Apart from naivety - desperation could 

also have played a key role in coaxing Adirma to readily trust and leave to the city with Raju. Adirma 

comes across as a strong woman, who is more determined to fight and go get what it takes to live 

despite several mishaps and barriers posed in her way. A person who is eager to find a dignified way 

of earning and supporting her children yet has come to terms with her activity of begging as a 

temporary solution to a permanent problem. 

Support System: 

Family as a support system for Adirma was weakened by the death of her husband. However, 

Adirma eldest daughter seems to be of a great source of support for Adirma. Adirma has a lot of 

confidence in the ability of her eldest daughter to not only manage household activities but also take 

care of her children. This confidence in her daughter is contributing factor for Adirma’s courage and 

mobility to move out of her village and explore opportunities for work. In one angle of analysis, it 

could be understood that the division of labour between Adirma and her daughter is also a source of 

support for Adirma. 

As for friends and relatives, it was friend of Adirma’s who put her through to Raju. There is no 

sufficient data however, to analyse the intentions and motive of Adirma’s friend. 

In her village – the larger community in general hasn’t been of significant support to the state that 

Adirma and her family were reduced to post her husband’s death. IN the city however, Adirma 

mentions about how familiarity with the local persons on the street that she lives on is a source of 

support for her and makes her feel protected. This could again be an inference biased by her naivety 

or genuine. However, what matters to her is that she is able to draw support from the concept of 

familiarity with the community. 

Vulnerabilities: 

Physically, Adirma has lost much weight since the death of her husband. After having moved from 

her village, her focus has been on saving more money than spending it, which means that her food 

in-take would also have reduced drastically. Being from a village, living currently on the streets of a 

city day in and out, with limited intake of food would make Adirma more susceptible to diseases and 

illness and negatively impact her immunity. 

Psychologically, Adirma has been stressed, overwhelmed and feels burdened every since her 

husband passed away. She also feels lonely without him. After having moved to Bangalore and not 

having found a high paid job as promised, Adirma is constantly tensed and thinking about her 

children, their education, and her daughter’s marriage. Already once Adirma has been easily lured 

into trusting a man, who she met only recently – which most likely is a consequence of desperation 

and a need to respond to an over-burdening of responsibilities that she experiences. 
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Financially, Adirma is vulnerable since her daily survival is a matter of how much money she collects 

by asking for alms. Her only source of income as of now is begging – which might or might not be 

sustainable in the long run. Her second vulnerability is that she carries her saving with her in her 

small bag through the day which could make her more vulnerable to theft and robbery. 

Socially, Adirma has already been lured into moving to Bangalore and then abandoned. Life on the 

streets for a woman is dangerous – as she is exposed to sexual and other sorts of abuse. The context 

of her life for the past 50 years, vis-à-vis her sudden abandonment in an urban context also puts her 

in a more vulnerable state. 

Needs and requirements: 

Adirma’s needs as of now seem to be shelter and livelihood support. She also expressed that she 

would rather work and earn a living than ask for alms. Daily wage labour or work as a domestic 

worker would support her in the longer run.  

Relevance of the law: 

She isn't aware of beggary prevention law nor has she been arrested under the same. However, 

there is a high possibility of her getting arrested. Looking at her situation and the needs, it is quite 

clear that getting processed under the law and staying in beggar's home would not be meeting her 

needs. In fact, it will only complicate her life further. At present, after the death of her husband and 

in the absence of any other support, her biggest requirement is to get money to look after her 

children. With the money she gets from begging, she is supporting her children where as law will 

provide only for her. She is potentially at the risk of getting detained for up to three years. Her 

children are too young and her detention will certainly impact their life negatively. Her eldest 

daughter is looking after the younger siblings at present but if the financial support present in the 

form of Adirma, is removed, it may not be possible for her to support them. 

 

Law certainly fails to address the situation of distress that has compelled Adirma to get into begging. 

Her keenness to work clearly reflects that begging is not what she prefers but adopted as an 

alternative that helped her survive after losing her husband and getting abandoned in an unknown 

and unfamiliar city. 

 

Case 17: Nagaraj 

Nagaraj is a person who typically would be blamed for being able bodied but yet begging. A stout 

man of 51, fairly well built – who limps while he walks. 

Nagaraj was sitting in front of the Ganesha temple on Bull temple Road. It was sultry Wednesday 
morning and Nagaraj sat there alone.  
 
Nagaraj is a native of Bangalore. Nagaraj his wife and only daughter used to live in the Avanahalli 

slums, near N.R Colony. He says that it a safe and familiar place to stay in – where everyone knows 

each other. Nagaraj used to work in a saree handloom factory in Chikpet. It is a family occupation of 

sorts – Nagaraj’s parents did it, his brother, sister and wife as well.  Nagaraj used to get paid Rs. 100 

for weaving one saree - and he used to manage to weave around two sarees each day.  
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A few years back they got his daughter married to a garment factory worker in Tiptur. ‘The best 

quality of sarees are woven in Tiptur – they are fine and delicate designs and patterns’, he says ‘my 

son-in-law gets paid Rs.400 per saree’. Even though her husband is based in Tiptur, his daughter lives 

in Bangalore. He visits her for 2-3 days a week.   

Around 4 years ago, Nagaraj’s wife passed away owing to ill-health. That was a significant turning 

point in Nagaraj’s life. He moved out of Avanahalli then and started living in lodges for bachelors in 

Majestic. Even though Nagaraj was facing an emotional void and loneliness because of his wife’s 

death, he was still financially stable.  

It was around a year ago, that Nagaraj met with an accident while at work. He was standing on a 

platform - designing a saree when all of a sudden he slipped and fell. He broke his knee and a rod 

went through his mouth. He was rushed to the hospital by his co-workers. There he got his cheek 

stitched, and a cast for his knee. Nagaraj says that his cheek bled and hurt a lot but it healed. His 

knee however, didn’t heal well. Nagaraj finds it difficult to stand for long hours, or climb platforms to 

apply designs on the saree. He even tried to do some other work in the mill factory which wouldn’t 

require him to climb platforms – like standing and weaving – but he couldn’t stand for long hours 

and the strong light beams that come from high voltage bulbs from under the table started hurting 

his eyes a lot and would give him severe headaches at the end of each day. He quit the factory for 

this reason. ‘That is the only skill I know - for the past 35 years I have been working in handloom 

saree manufacturing – I now nothing else but that. To earn a living now, I have no other option left 

but to beg - what else can I do?’ says Nagaraj with tears streaming down his cheeks.  

Nagaraj says that he had never imagined to be reduced to such a state. His daughter who stays in 

Avanahalli doesn’t care for him. According to Nagaraj, his daughter has communicated to him that 

she doesn’t intend to take care of him. When Nagaraj goes to her house, with nowhere else to go – 

she doesn’t talk to him or treat him with proper regards. She also discourages her children from 

talking to him. Nagaraj still has that rented house in Avanahalli but hasn’t paid the rent in a really 

long time. According to Nagaraj, his landlord is kind and sweet as long as the rent reaches in time. 

The moment the rent is delayed, he starts bringing out his rage and swears at Nagaraj. Nagaraj has 

no money to pay the rent; this is why he doesn’t go back to him house to even retrieve his 

belongings. ‘That’s how the world is. When your own children don’t care for you, why will your 

neighbours?’ The last time that Nagaraj met his daughter was a few days ago on a Monday. Having 

earned around 250 rupees in front of a temple of Sunday, Nagaraj went to her house the following 

day. He gave her a hundred rupees and stepped out for a bit to freshen up. He told her to heat up 

some water for him for bath and that he would return shortly. By the time he got back, she had left 

his clothes and belongings on the threshold of the house, locked the door and left. She had told the 

neighbours to convey to Nagaraj that she'd gone to meet her husband in Tiptur and will be back 

after a week. She had taken the kids along with her as well. Nagaraj was in tears while narrating this 

incident.  

And the end of each day, Nagaraj retires to sleep in front of a Beauty Parlour, close to his daughter’s 

house in Avanahalli. ‘I can sleep in my daughter’s house, she won’t say anything. I sleep in the hall 

where there is a T.V and they are up till late and talk loudly and watching TV in the same room. They 

pretend like I'm not even present - all that is too much disturbance that is why sleep in front of the 

beauty parlour’ says Nagaraj. 
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Nagaraj mostly asks for alms at temples. Depending on the day of the week, he goes to different 

temples. Certain days he gets food and money while in front of certain temples and mosques, he 

gets food coupons of hotel around. ‘It's a dreaded life I'm leading. I don’t know what sins I have 

committed in my past life to be going through all this. It's better to die and get out of this world than 

be here and beg’ says Nagaraj.   

Nagaraj shares that there is no stability in his life. He keeps moving from one place to another, 

begging from others to support his survival. The biggest problem of asking for alms is the fear of 

being noticed by relatives. A few days back, Nagaraj was spotted by his sister in front of the 

Ragavendra Temple in Gandhi bazaar. ‘She started crying as soon as she saw me. She was hurt to see 

me like that’ says Nagaraj, weighed down by guilt. Nagaraj’s sister told him that she felt helpless at 

seeing her brother in such a state and it hurt her even more than she couldn’t afford to take care of 

him. Nagaraj’s sister is a widow with two children. ‘She has enough problems without me and I feel 

to have caused her that pain’ says Nagaraj.  

According to Nagaraj, there are different reasons for destitution and different kinds of person in 

destitution and begging. There are people like him who look able bodied but have limited skill. There 

are persons affected by leprosy, persons who have disabilities, old aged persons and so on. Nagaraj 

also shares that different people earn differently while on streets.  People affected by leprosy get a 

lot of attention and money, he says. ‘They earn so much that there are some such beggars who have 

even built houses and tall buildings!’ He earns much lesser, relatively. Most people who see him 

asking for alms are more ready to part with advice than money.  

However, even though the profile of beggars is different, Nagaraj says that there is one thing that 

holds all of them in common. ‘All kind of persons in destitution are in that state because of 

helplessness. It is this helplessness that forces people to streets’.  

Nagaraj has been arrested under the beggary legislation twice. The first time he got arrested, there 

were almost 5000 people in the beggars’ colony. ‘It was just hell!’ he exclaims. ‘We used to get 

beaten up for everything. If we would come and sit outside of our rooms, we would get beaten up - if 

we dint come out in time for our meals, we would get beaten up. We used to have bath just once a 

week. If we dint come out on time for our bath or dint do any small things that was not as per 

schedule, we used to get beaten up’. Nagaraj complained about the food and said that it seemed to 

him as though they persons in charge would cook whatever they got their hands on without 

checking if it were edible or not.  The food would be of such bad quality that it was hardly 

consumable. Nagaraj got released after the officials received some court order.  His daughter did not 

know about this and dint come to his rescue. When he got picked up for the second time, Nagaraj 

was so frustrated with life and the way his daughter was treating him and had actually decided that 

he’d comply with the authorities in the Beggar Home and just live there. He was prepared to bear 

with all the atrocities and the conditions with which one has to live in the Home. However, to his 

surprise, Nagaraj found that the condition in the Beggars Home had improved drastically. According 

to him, these changes were brought about because there were some transfers amongst higher up 

officials. ‘You know, the old ones were replaced and new more efficient people were brought on 

board’ he says. ‘Earlier, the food used to be prepared there only - but the second time I went, the 

food was being brought in from ISKON temple. The quality and taste was much better. The beating 

had also reduced and the number of people were also few’. Nagaraj also shared that the second time 
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when in the Beggars Home, everyone used to be made to have bath every day. Nagaraj also guesses 

that these changes were brought about since there were some deaths in the Beggars Home 

previously. He stayed there for 2 months and then cme a court order for him to be released. He was 

warned to not be found begging again in front of the temples and let off. Nagaraj says that the city is 

not safe for beggars since there is a constant fear of being picked up. Just a few days back they took 

away almost 7 beggars from Sajjanrao Circle since there are many temples and many beggars there. 

Nagaraj knew and old woman who was taken as well, but she was released on the same day with a 

warning. According to Nagaraj, the officials in the Beggars Home release the people who are from 

Bangalore quite quickly. But those who are from other states, they detain. 

Nagaraj is willing to learn new skills and work. He says that he can do any work that would require 

him to sit and use his hands – but is unaware of what exactly.  

Case Narratives Analysis 

Individual 

In this case we see a 51 year old man who is physically challenged to be able to continue with work 

which used to earn him a livelihood. Even though he looks able bodied, he has problems with his 

knee and eyesight which limits his capacity to work. Having worked in the handloom industry for 35 

years, he has a limited vocational skill set and is not confident of finding something else to earn a 

living from. It is Nagaraj’s desperation that has led to beggary – since it is clear from his attempts to 

find another job within the same sector but having failed in doing so. It was his desperation to find 

some source of income that drove him into beggary. He is hurt by having to lead a life by begging 

and feels like it’s a dreaded life doing so.  

Support systems 

Family: Nagaraj’s wife is dead and his daughter doesn’t entertain his him. She doesn’t encourage him 

staying with her or her children interacting much with him and so on. She also ignores him and asks 

him to stay outside of her house. Nagaraj’s sister feels terrible for the state that her brother has 

been reduced to but feels helpless in supporting him. She herself is striving hard to fend for herself 

and her children – and cannot afford to care for Nagaraj. Family as a support system for Nagaraj has 

disintegrated. 

Community: The community in Avanahalli are familiar with him but are of no support when he’s in 

need. Nagaraj related that his landlord is kind to him otherwise but becomes abusive when he is 

unable to pay the rent. The relationships maintained with his community are cordial but not outright 

supportive of him when he is vulnerable and in need to support.  

Vulnerabilities 

Physical: Physically, Nagaraj is vulnerable in terms of the issues with his eyesight and nee being 

unattended. His lifestyle currently is a lot to do with walking around from one place to another – 

which in the long-run might increase the problems he has with his knee.  

Emotionally: Nagaraj feels lonely, hurt and frustrated and like he doesn’t belong anywhere. His 

confidence is low as well. It is likely that his current emotional state of being leads to clinical 

depression and other related mental illnesses. 
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Needs and requirement 

Nagaraj is in need of vocational training, support and relevant job opportunities. He also needs 

temporary shelter and support with confidence building.  

Relevance of the law 

Nagaraj has already been processed twice and is still back on the streets begging. This shows that 

the law hasn’t been supportive or rehabilitative for him to move out of begging. 

Is experience in the Beggar’s Home was not a learning experience for one and in fact the second 

time he was arrested, Nagaraj was prepared to stay back in the Beggars Home itself to stay away 

from the streets and his family. This only indicates how isolated he has become. Law provides for 

training in vocational skills but there is a age and physical condition that forms a critical component 

in making that training relevant.  For those who are begging out of destitution, putting them in the 

institution would be not of any deterrence as it’s not the choice but helplessness, making the law 

completely irrelevant. 

 

Case 18: Ranga Swamy 
Ranga Swamy, a 30 year old man, is a resident of Jigani, Bangalore. He lost his parents at a very 

young age and discontinued going to school immediately after. Being the youngest of the 6 siblings, 

Ranga was taken care of by his elder brothers and sisters during those days.  

Ranga grew up and moved to Mandya in search of a job. There he found a rich merchant who was on 

a look-out for a co-driver for one of his trucks. Grabbing this opportunity, Ranga started off with 

work and enjoyed it too. He worked for a number of years transporting vegetables from one town to 

another in Karnataka and was based out of Mandya. The able bodied Ranga used to also carry heavy 

sacks and transport it from one place to another.  

Things were going well with Ranga, he enjoyed his work, he enjoyed travelling and the company of 

his co-drive. Unfortunately though – his life and work came to a screeching halt some 3 years ago 

some three years ago - when the truck that they were travelling in met with a cruel accident. It was 

the rainy season during which they were on one of their travel assignments. It was raining heavily 

and Ranga says that one could barely see the road. A sudden mistake on the part of the driver and 

the impact of the slippery road made the truck screech to a rushing halt and tumble over on its left 

side tyres. Ranga who was sitting on the left side slipped into out of consciousness at the impact of 

the accident. Ranga gained his consciousness only much later as he lay on a hospital bed in Mandya. 

He woke up to find his left arm amputated, shoulder below. Ranga’s left shoulder which earlier bore 

a muscular arm which had borne many a heavy sacks of vegetables – now bears a tiny outgrowth of 

skin and hair.  

Ranga who used to earn anywhere between five thousand to seven thousand rupees a month was 

overnight reduced to a person without an arm and a consequent loss of livelihood. Ranga re-collects 

that his owner was a very kind man and it was him who paid for his treatment and medicines that 

point in time. Having nothing else to do, Ranga returned to Bangalore and started living with his 

sister and her children.  
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Ranga’s six siblings – 3 brothers and 3 sisters – all work as either street scavengers or sewage 

cleaners. Ranga is not sure if they are government employees but he knows for sure that they all get 

paid on a monthly basis and are not daily wage labourers. Ranga’s sister – with who he stays - is a 

widow. She has two children – a girl of 18 years old and a boy who studies in Standard 7 in a 

government school. She lost her husband a few years before Ranga started living with them. Ranga 

shared that his sister takes good care of him, gives him money whenever required. As such, there is 

no problem that he faces at home. All his siblings stay in the same neighbourhood in a slum near 

Jigani – which is at the outskirts of Bangalore. All his siblings are married and have children. 

Over a period of time, Ranga’s shoulder healed. Apart from walking around in the slum and 

sometimes meeting his old friends and acquaintances, Ranga did not work or earn a living. Many 

times Ranga felt frustrated and felt curbed by his disability. ‘Who will give a one armed man work?’ – 

says Ranga while talking about work and discussing the possibility of exploring employment 

opportunities for him. Hesitantly, however, he stated that it would still be able to do a job that 

would involve using only his right arm and he would be willing to give that a shot.  

Couple of years ago, Ranga heard from a well-wisher that he could apply for the pension scheme 

that the Indian government offers for persons with disability. Eagerly, Ranga strived to find out more 

about this scheme and learnt that for this he would need a certificate from a doctor stating his 

disability, 4 passport size photographs and an identity proof. Excited that this could be a way of 

financially supporting himself and his sister’s family, Ranga approached a local hospital for the 

certificate. The doctor in the hospital denied him the certificate saying he lacked authority to do so 

and only the doctor who had performed the amputation operation on Ranga had the authority to 

issue such a certificate. Slightly disheartened, but yet hopeful – Ranga called his previous employer 

(who had paid for his medical expenses at the time of the accident) to seek help to procure the 

medical certificate. Unfortunately for Ranga, his employer – an old man, had passed away. Ranga 

tried speaking with his children to help him out with this and they rudely denied him support. ‘They 

told me that I should have got all this done when my father was alive. How was I to know all this 

then?’ says Ranga.  

When I met Ranga, he was sitting in a corner next to the Acropolis, on the Dairy Circle Road. The 

space that he occupied made him visible only when an individual passed by right before him. From 

even a few meters down the lane, Ranga couldn’t even be spotted. He sat with his shirt unbuttoned, 

exposing his left shoulder – bare without an arm, a small towel before him which on which passersby 

had dropped a few coins. He was anxious on hearing about the Beggar’s Van and wasn’t aware of it 

earlier.  

‘I don’t ask for alms on a regular basis’, said Ranga. He shared that he had made a trip to 

Bannerghatta to meet someone. After having met them and then got a wound on his shoulder 

checked in a hospital nearby, he dint have money to take a bus back home. ‘How much money will I 

ask from my sister everyday, she too earns only little’, he says. Ranga shared that it was in order to 

procure money to go back home that he had been asking for alms during the day – and that once 

he’d collected sufficient money he would leave.  

Case Narrative Analysis 

Individual 
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Ranga is a middle aged person who is a resident of Bangalore. He was orphaned at a young age. 

Ranga used to be an able bodied worker. He enjoyed travelling as a part of his work as well. Having 

lost an arm to an accident, Ranga was overnight transformed from someone who earned 5- 7 

thousand rupees to a person with disability and loss of source of an income. Such a drastic and 

sudden change in Ranga has caused mush frustration and disturbance in Ranga’s life. 

Support systems 

Family: Ranga has been cared for by his elder siblings since he’s been a child. He started living with 

his sister soon after having met with the accident. She takes good care of him and gives him money 

whenever required. He doesn’t face any problem as such at home. So we see that in Ranga’s case, 

he receives relatively strong support from family as a support system.   

Community: The truck owner is remembered by Ranga as a kind man – who paid for the hospital 

charges and treatment. His sons however are not helpful to Ranga when he is in dire need of 

certificates from the doctors in Mandya – they were rude to him infact. The support that has been 

given to Ranga in this case is more individual centric. The father helped him in his capacity and th 

children wouldn’t want to soil their hands in helping Ranga out.  

Vulnerabilities 

Psychologically: Ranga feels frustrated because of his handicap. He feels like he is unable to earn and 

contribute effectively to the family. The accident and its consequences has also wounded Ranga’s 

confidence and his belief in being able to do any kind of work in the future.  

Financially: Ranga is vulnerable since he feels embarrassed to some extent to be dependent on his 

sister for all his basic survival needs. One of the reasons why he was begging on that particular day 

was in order to be able to ‘earn’ his bus fare back home. His sense of self and the over powering 

awareness of being dependent on his sister could further force him to get into risky trades in order 

to fend for himself financially.  

Opportunities 

Ranga is aware of the government entitlements for persons with disability  but has been unable to 

get one due to lack of required documents.  

Needs 

Ranga’s need is to be recognized by the government as a person with disability and get his due 

entitlement. Secondly, relevant livelihood opportunity as well as training on the kind of work that a 

single armed person could do would be relevant for Ranga. He would also require counselling and 

training on life skills in order to support him restore the confidence that has been wounded over the 

past several years – post his accident.  

Relevance of the Law 

Ranga wasn’t aware of the Beggary Act and was anxious on having heard about it. There is high 

probability of Ranga getting arrested and processed under this act. However, taking him into custody 

would barely meet his needs as elaborated above. Further, it would only harp on his sense of self 
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and injure his confidence to be treated as a criminal when hat he was mainly trying to do is prove to 

be less dependent on his sister and ‘earn’ himself a ride back home.  

 

Case 19: Srinivasa 
Amidst the bustling, jostling, noisy and an eventful K.R.Market textured with selling, buying, profit 

and loss, praying, giving, taking, travelling, eating, meeting, chatting and what not – sat Srinivasa: a 

thin young fellow (25 years of age), in old dirty clothes, extending an arm for alms. 

Srinivasa is from a town called Doddaballapur which is around 60 kilometres from Bangalore. His 

family consists of his mother, three brothers and their wives. Srinivasa’s brothers work in the 

handloom factory and his mother sells flowers for an earning. Srinivasa is very fond of his mother 

and mentioned that his mother is an extremely hard-working woman.  

Srinivasa dint work in the handloom factory since he dint have the skills that were required at the 

factory. It was difficult for him to co-ordinate his vision with hand movement. His bothers used to 

constantly sneer Srinivasa for this. Srinivasa used to work in a ration shop where he used to weigh 

groceries, pack it up and hand it over to the customers over the counter. Sometimes there used to 

be more expenses than income which used to cause much tension and unrest at home. Srinivasa 

feels like he was being constantly blamed by his brothers for having earned and contributed less for 

the running of the family.  

A few years back, Srinivasa’s family used to run a small hotel as a business venture. While his 

brothers did the managerial works and handled money matters, Srinivasa used to serve food, wash 

and clean the vessels and glasses. When asked if he was never interested to manage the venture 

himself, Srinivasa said, ‘we worked in this arrangement because we all knew that if I were in-charge 

of managing the hotel and the money then we would be running a charity instead of running a 

business’. Srinivasa shares that there used to be many poor persons who used to come to this hotel 

and Srinivasa used to give them food free of cost or at very low rates. He remembers having fed 

many of his friends who were low on money while running this hotel. ‘Money will come today and go 

tomorrow - but love, friendship and faith in each other is what lasts, That is why I never judged a 

person on whether he was poor or rich’, he says – without regretting having financially supported 

some of his friends even during his own distress.  

Problems started for Srinivasa when he started consuming alcohol. It started off as an experiment 

with his friends and then grew to be an addiction. The smaller problems that Srinivasa already had 

with his family amplified and things started looking bleak. Srinivasa was blamed for spending most of 

his earnings on drinking and not contributing sufficiently for family affairs. Srinivasa claims that he 

caused no problems to anyone while he drank – and that he dint even drink much. However, the 

more his brothers complained, the more Srinivasa drank in rebellion.   

One day, Srinivasa got really drunk and got into a fight with some boys in the neighbourhood. They 

broke some beer bottles and screamed at each other. Apart from being embarrassed himself, he felt 

like he really embarrassed his family too. His family too was upset and insulted Srinivasa for his 

blunder. Aware and guilty of his own actions, Srinivasa bore the insults well - but it became harsher 

and more intense and there came a time when Srinivasa could bear no more. ‘I dint feel like that 
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place was my home anymore, I dint feel like they were my family anymore. I dint belong with people 

who insulted me so much’, says Srinivasa. He moved out of his home that instantly and took a bus to 

Bangalore.  

That was three and a half years ago. During this time Srinivasa tried looking for odd jobs in 

Bangalore, here and there, to earn his bread – but none of them were sustainable for over a period 

of time. He met with a couple of accidents during the past few years, was wound up in the Beggars 

home a couple of times, made friends, lost friends, went home, came back and so on. Progressively, 

Srinivasa’s health deteriorated and he started abusing alcohol more and more. He says, ‘I can’t sleep 

at night without it. Whenever I am reminded of how my life has turned out to be, it gets too 

depressing and I drink to forget. It isn’t possible to sleep peacefully at night without alcohol’.   

Having seen life of the streets for over 3 years now, Srinivasa explains that the conditions in which 

people live on the streets are pitiable. What is worse is that they have no control over their state of 

being and at the same time get no required help and support from the world. ‘Look at me, would I 

have been in this state of destitution if I had a control over it? Never!’ says Srinivasa. ‘Never had I 

imagined that I would be reduced to this state one day. Back home, I used to in one way or the other 

support people who were underprivileged, people who used to beg... Never had I imagined that one 

day I will be asking for alms. No one should have such fate - no one should be reduced this state. I'm 

doing this out of helplessness not out of choice. If given a choice I would work and earn and not beg’.  

Srinivasa has been denied work and also has denied some. The employers don’t directly say that 

they won’t hire him, but in general state that there is no work even though it is obvious that there is 

work. Srinivasa has heard and is weary of employers of hotels and shops who get work done by 

people like him and eventually don’t pay. When asked for payment later, they refuse and say that 

they have taken care of the person’s food and shelter and that is payment enough for the work 

that’s been done. Srinivasa said that this was unfair and a way of cheating the poor. He hasn’t 

experienced any such thing but has known people who have met this fate. Srinivasa is against this 

policy and says that it is important for a person to have money and a right over how to spend it. ‘It 

might be something as meagre as a toffee, but being able to buy it will make that person proud and 

worthy’ he says.  

Srinivasa shared there’s a woman who sells flowers nearby who he has gotten well acquainted with. 

Some she meets him in the morning and offers him some breakfast. He also has friends amongst the 

homeless population who he meets in the night at the place where he sleeps. His lunch and dinner is 

usually taken care of by donations and sponsors at the nearby temples or mosques. Srinivasa drinks 

atleast a couple of times each day. Each time he collects sufficient money for a drink, he heads to 

the arrack shop nearby.  

Srinivasa finds the encounters with drug peddlers and abusers on the streets to be highly 

problematic. They unnecessary beat and attack homeless and helpless persons.  He is also weary of 

the thieves at night. ‘I know many people on the streets who have had their money stolen by thieves 

at night’ he says.  Food is another issue. ‘Most of the food that we get is of charity and donations in 

temples and mosques. While some of the food is good, sometimes the food is stale or cooked in bad 

oil - that makes many of us fall sick and suffer’.  
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The real problem to Srinivasa is how people treat him when he goes back home. ‘When I go back 

home however, I feel ill-treated. My friends and family are so angry with me that they only abuse me. 

They ask me why I have returned and why is it that I can’t leave immediately’ he says.  

Srinivasa was wound up in the Beggars Home twice. The first time Srinivasa was picked up, he was 

sitting on the pavement when all of a sudden three hefty men came by and held him - one by the 

right arm, one by the left and another person from behind was pushing me. They took him into a van 

which looked like a police van and drove him inside. Srinivasa says, ‘It was so scary – I dint know 

where there were taking me. I told them that I hadn’t done anything wrong but they wouldn’t listen’. 

On reaching the home, Srinivasa was taken to an office. There he was told that that he would have 

to stay in the home for only that night and that the next morning he would be let go. Srinivasa was 

relived on hearing that – but his relief was short lived. The next morning he wasn’t allowed to go out 

and remained in the Beggars Home for five whole months. ‘Those five months were a terrible 

experience’ he says. ‘The food there was so bad and there were some hundreds of us living there all 

together in one long room. We used to get to bathe once a week. I asked the guards there if I could 

call my brother - but they refused me’. For any mistake done, even accidently, the inmates were 

beaten up and yelled at in foul language. Srinivasa felt trapped and unable to move out of the 

circumstances that he was stuck in. He was desperate to get out of the home and was finding ways 

of doing so. Luckily for him - one day, there were some people who had come to the home to donate 

food. Srinivasa understood this as an opportunity and asked one of the donors to allow him to make 

a phone call from his mobile. Srinivasa was relieved and elated when the donor obliged. He called his 

brother and informed his of his whereabouts. The next day his brother came to the home and got 

Srinivasa released – it cost him 4000 thousand rupees to get released. ‘I was so relieved to get out of 

that place. It was really terrible living in that home’ he says. 

Given a chance, Srinivasa says he want to change how beggars and destitute are treated by the 

political system today. According to Srinivasa, begging is not a crime. ‘Persons in destitution are in 

that state because of their helplessness. How can that be wrong? There's nothing wrong in being a 

destitute - but I understand that the civic society gets disturbed sometimes by beggars and destitute 

but it’s not wrong. It’s just sad’, muses Srinivasa. Pointing to some destitute persons on the street, 

Srinivasa says, ‘Look at these persons. They are not doing any crime by sitting on the road and 

begging. They are in a pitiable condition - they shouldn’t be put into that Beggars Home - they need 

help. Not punishment’.  

Srinivasa says that the government has to work towards solving the problem of the destitute 

persons. As of him, a person who is into begging, as his responsibility he is ready to give up begging, 

work hard and earn a living.  

According to Srinivasa, what needs to be done by the government is that they take all the beggars 

and destitute persons under their wing and support them. Like how all the beggars are taken to 

beggars home now - the same way - all beggars need to be taken to a particular place and given 

some support and training of skills. ‘Each person has some skill within - what the government needs 

to do is just build upon these skills. This would make the person more confident and capable of 

working. If the government could also place these persons in some place of work, then it would help 

the individual even more to work and live life with dignity rather than get back into begging’ says 

Srinivasa.  
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Case Narrative Analysis 

Individual 

Srinivasa is a 25 year old person who is a native of Doddaballapur. He has worked in a ration shop 

where he used to pack and deliver goods to customers. He has also worked in a hotel as a waiter.  

Srinivasa is of the belief that ‘Money will come today and go tomorrow - but love, friendship and 

faith in each other is what lasts, That is why I never judged a person on whether he was poor or rich’.  

Support systems 

Family: His family consists of his mother, brothers and their wives. His brothers work in the 

handloom factory and Srinivasa dint possess the skill for the same. His brothers used to sneer at him 

for this weakness. Being a spendthrift, Srinivasa used to be admonished by his family constantly. 

Srinivasa also felt that he used to be blamed for earning lesser than his brothers did.  Him consuming 

alcohol used to cause conflicts at home – the more he was reprimanded, the more he used to drink.  

Community: Srinivasa maintains cordial relationships with the flower vendor who sometimes gives 

him breakfast. Srinivasa has had bad experiences with rag pickers and drug peddlers on the street.  

Vulnerabilities 

Physical: Trouble with hand and eye co-ordination. His health deteriorated as he started living on the 

street. 

Emotional: Relies on alcohol to be able to get sleep at night. Too depressing otherwise.  

Social: The environment back in his town is antagonistic towards Srinivasa and his lifestyle in 

Bangalore. Also his living on the streets makes him vulnerable to drug peddlers and abusers from 

who he has already experienced many problems. Thieves.  

Opportunities 

Access to Employment: Srinivasa has been denied some work and he has also denied some sorts of 

work. The latter is since he fears not being paid after working by his employer. To Srinivasa, being 

financially independent is a matter of not only money but dignity.   

Needs and requirements 

According to Srinivasa – what the homeless population require is not punishment but help to get out 

of the pitiable conditions that they are in. The government needs to take all the beggars and 

destitute persons (like Srinivasa) under their wing and support them. Srinivasa needs rehabilitation, 

counselling and support to identify skills and build on them – in order to be able to live life with 

dignity.  

Relevance with the law 

Srinivasa is highly vulnerable to being arrested and processed under the law. He has already been 

arrested twice which portrays how ineffective for him the law and arrests have been in rehabilitating 

him from beggary. His experiences have been more suppressive (trapped and unable to move out) 

than rehabilitative.  
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Case 20: Raju Vasav 
Raju, who certainly looks much older than 35 years of age that he is, has been in the city for about 

10 years now. He is a lean and tall person, happy and cheerful – a demeanour that doesn’t reveal 

much of the intricacies of his life and survival.  

Raju is mostly seen around the Jayanagar area in Bangalore. He addressed the tea vendor by his 

name and discussed with him about how unpredictable the Bangalore weather is – which shows his 

familiarity with the area.  

Raju hails from a small village in Songarh taluka of Surat district in Gujarat. Only 35 years of age, he 

has spent significant part of his life on the street as homeless labour. He migrated from Songarh 

some 10 years ago. At that time - his mother was suffering from a serious ailment, his father was a 

landless labourer and his younger brother stayed at home helping his father out in earning a living 

for the family.  

Raju first migrated to Surat, with a few more people from his village. He was a mere 20 years old 

then. He had come to city in search of employment, and was forced to discontinue his studies by 

circumstances of poverty and dire needs of income. He first moved to Surat but he didn’t find many 

opportunities and was suggested by people in Surat to try his luck in Mumbai 

After moving to Mumbai, he worked as a porter at the wholesale market or at construction sites. 

Every month he would save certain amount of money and send back home. Occasionally, he would 

visit his parents and family in the village. Things were finally going smooth and steady until one day, 

he was arrested.  

It was a regular day at work. Raju was going for his lunch after finishing work at the construction site. 

All of sudden, he was cornered in by and got picked up by police. He was kept in some jail from 

where he was released after he promised to return to his village. This place was traumatic, as he 

says that neither had food, nor water. Raju doesn’t know the name of the place he was in, but it 

most likely was the Beggars Home.  

Shocked by the incident, he left his work and returned to the home. Though he went back to his 

village, poverty and lack of work in the village coupled with his mother’s illness meant he had to 

move out again. He was scared of going to Mumbai again because of his earlier traumatic experience 

of the arrest and custodial institution. He had couple of people from the neighbouring village who 

were working in Bangalore and therefore, he decided to move over to Bangalore. 

In Bangalore, he found a job at a local hotel where he worked for 2 years. Later on he left that job 

after getting into the conflict with the employer. Raju was ill treated at work and also under-paid. 

Then he got work at fruit market at Yashwantpur. He used to work there as loader and earned about 

100-150 rupees per day. He enjoyed working like this as he would get his money immediately and 

moreover, he was independent in the sense that he didn’t have to bear with any scolding or rough 

words. 

Unfortunately, at this point in time, when things were sailing rather smoothly for Raju, he met with a 

road accident. As a consequence, he injured his leg – which despite periodic treatment would not 

heal and trouble him. It infact grew worse and Raju was unable to get back to work. A few months 

like this drained out all his savings.  
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In such a state of being, Raju was unable to send money back to his house on a monthly basis. 

Unfortunately again, it was during this time that his mother breathed her last breathe and passed 

away. Even till date, Raju feels responsible and guilty for his mother’s death. He blames himself for 

not having been able to provide for her during her last days and not going back to the village to pay 

her his last respects.  

The guilt of not being able to save his mother kept worsening his condition. He isolated himself from 

people he knew and slowly lost whatever support he had. He remained constantly under depression 

as his physical condition also became worse.  

He had to undergo an operation to amputate his leg. Despite having not healed completely, he was 

discharged from the hospital and asked to leave the hospital. He had nowhere to go but the streets 

after getting discharged. He succumbed to many infections and complexities with his amputated leg 

and unhealed wound. Since then he has been making rounds of the hospital and doctor’s clinic. He 

says he spends good amount of money for his medicines as he shows few wrappers of medicines 

from his pocket.  

He returned to his village after the operation. However, he soon realized that with a disability, he 

was viewed as a burden by his brother and his wife. After staying with them for a few months, he 

returned to Bangalore. Raju was in tears and visibly affected while speaking about his brother.   

Raju grew depressed and started living outside the temple but never begged. The passers-by would 

usually give him money and food occasionally but usually he lived off the food that was given to 

everyone by the temple. Raju also tried doing odd jobs but his physical condition drastically reduced 

opportunities for him.  

Today, Raju seeks alms from people on the streets. This money he uses to buy food and get 

medicines for his leg. He finds life difficult on the streets – it’s not uncommon to be attacked by 

other homeless persons he says, but what choice does he have 

He walks around the market and gets enough money to buy his food as well as medicines. He 

doesn’t want to return to his village as he feels that his brother would never allow him to live 

peacefully at home and moreover, he has now developed new friends on the streets and feels they 

are his family now. 

Case Narrative Analysis 

Individual 

Raju is a middle aged man and a person with disability. He has been out of his home-town for more 

than 10 years now. Raju has a happy and cheerful personality. He has spent a significant part of his 

life and a homeless labourer and has travelled across Surat, Mumbai and Bangalore.  

Support systems 

Family: One of the main reasons why Raju moved out of his house and migrated to a city was to 

support his family. However, after having been arrested and detained in the Beggars Home (?) he 

went back to his family. The condition and the overpowering need for income made him leave again 

and migrate. Over a period of time, Raju lost his ailing mother and feels responsible for her death. 
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He also feels guilty for not paying her his last respects. After having met with an accident followed by 

an operation amputating his leg – he went back home to get support from people who he had 

extended support to for all these years. However, his brother and his wife – were not accepting of 

him that made Raju moved out again.  

Community: Raju has had good times and bad times with the community around him on the streets. 

While he has been abused and ill-treated by fellow homeless persons, he is also familiar with the tea 

vendor and other local persons as well. Infact, as of today – he feel more at home on the streets 

with fellow street dwellers than with his brother and sister-in-law.  

Vulnerabilities 

Physical: Raju is physically disabled and is currently under medication and treatment. He is 

vulnerable to succumb to further infections and complexities in his present condition.  

Emotional: Raju has been through several ups and downs in life and has also been through a bout of 

depression. He carries with him the guilt of not being able to save his mother and having been 

responsible for her death.  

Financial: Raju is completely dependent on alms and donations for his food and treatment. Over a 

longer period of time, Raju is financially vulnerable and dependent.  

Needs and Requirements 

Raju is in need of immediate medical care and attention. Once healed, he needs to be trained and 

linked with employment opportunities which would support him to earn and lead life with dignity.  

Relevance of law 

Raju has most likely been processed under the Beggary Law once. And being arrested not only stole 

him his job but also scared him sufficiently to go back home. Having later met with an accident and 

lost a leg, he was driven into beggary. One can only predict that being processed under the law at 

this junction and taken into custody would only harm his sense of self and make him more 

vulnerable. His needs of medical attention, employability and opportunities for work would not be 

met through this.  
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Cross-sectional Analysis          Chapter VII 

Demographic profile: Sex, Age, Native Place,  
1) Sex: Of the 20 participants of this study, 11 were female and 9 were male.  

2) Age 

 

 

 

 

(Table 1: Age wise distribution of population) 

 

 

 
(Figure 1: Age wise distribution of population) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Age Stage Number of persons 

10 to 19 years Children and Youth 1 

20- 35 years Young adulthood 5 

36 – 55 years Middle age 5 

56 years and above Old age 9 
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3) Native Place 

 
(Figure 2: Native places of the respondents) 

 

Native Place Number of persons 

North Karnataka (Rural) 3 

Bangalore 8 

Karnataka (Rural) 5 

Rajasthan 1 

Tamil Nadu 1 

Maharashtra 1 

Gujarat  1 
(Table 2: Native places of the respondents) 

Duration of destitution 
For 19 participants: the range for the duration of destitution amongst the participants of this study 

range from 1 day to 20 years. One participant did not respond on this. 

 
(Figure 3: Duration of destitution) 
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Duration of destitution Number of people 

Less than a month 6 

less than a year 4 

1year -3 years 3 

5-10 years 4 

11-15 years 1 

16-20 years 1 
(Table 3: duration of destitution) 

Relationship with family 
Number of respondents: 19. One respondent remained silent on this question. 

 
(Figure 3: Relationship with the family) 

 

Relationship with 
family 

Number of 
persons 

Deserted  3 

Family not 
supportive 4 

Family partially 
supportive 7 

Family supportive 5 
(Table 4: relationship with the family) 
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Socio-economic Situation 
Socio-economic background of respondents: of 20 respondents, 19 were from the lower socio-

economic of their societies while one belonged to a middle class family. 

Previous occupation: Number of respondents: 19 (as 1 respondent did not give anything clear on 

previous occupation). 

Previous Occupation Number of persons 

Farmer 4 

Carpenter 1 

Daily wage labourer 4 

Domestic helper 1 

Home maker 2 

Garment factory worker 1 

Street vendor 2 

Student 1 

Truck driver  2 

  
(Table 6: previous occupation of respondents) 

 
(Figure 5: Previous occupation of respondents) 

Destitution 
 Envisaging current state of destitution – of 19 respondents, 18 of them hadn’t envisaged 

their present state of destitution. One woman, who was to marry a family whose traditional 
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occupation is to play music on the streets and earn money from it, had envisaged this 

situation.  

 Reasons for current state of destitution: The reasons for the current state of destitution 
range from beggary being a family occupation to one being deserted. Other related reasons 
are conflict with family, death of spouse of family member who had earlier cared and 
provided for the person, being affected with leprosy and hence being socially marginalized, 
motor and occupational accidents.  

 Beggary a crime? 

o All respondents do not regard beggary as a crime.  

o Of 20 respondents, 6 have been convicted under the Beggary Act. 

o Of 20 respondents, 12 want to move out of destitution; while 1 (a woman who has 

been on the streets for 20 years now) does not want to. 7 respondents did not 

respond to this particular question. 

Experiences of Destitution 
 

 Problems faced on the street by persons in destitution: 

o Street sexual harassment 

o Orphanages approaching to adopt and care for children 

o Quality of food not appropriate – too spicy, too oily, etc 

o No timely availability of food, water 

o Shelter: no protection from climate and weather 

o Increasing health issues, limited access to health services 

o Harassment by shop keepers and police 

o Harassment by fellow homeless population, rag-pickers, etc 

o Harassment by drug peddlers 

o Issues of theft and robbery 

o Perceived as thieves 

 Issues of dignity: 

o Being looked down upon by the public 

o Social ostracization 

o Being spotted by relatives and friends 

o Extending an arm out for survival 
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Responsibilities and possibilities 
 

 Some of the suggestions made by the respondents in order to tackle the current situation of 
destitution are: 
o Increasing capacity of state run homes for persons suffering from leprosy. This 

would be a boon to several leprosy affected persons who are currently leading 

lives of destitution 

o State run old-age homes and shelters 

o Rehabilitation and capacity building 

o Government based daily wage employment schemes in urban areas 

o Increased work to be generated in rural areas – work planned in the rural areas 

must be as per needs of community 
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Main Findings          Chapter VIII 
The surveyed population comprised of a diverse aged group ranging on a scale beginning from ten 

years reaching up to 56 years and above. It can be seen in Table 1 that almost half of the population 

surveyed are that of elderly with the age group being 56 years and above. A quarter of the people 

are youth i.e. 20-25 years of age, and another one fourth are middle aged 36-55 years of age. An 

extremely minute section comprises of a person who is below 19 years of age.  

As far as the native place of the population is concerned, it can be noted from table 2 that a majority 

of people i.e. 40% or 8 people hailed from Bangalore itself. One quarter of the population belonged 

to rural Karnataka, and 15 percent or 3 people amidst the population had North Karnataka as their 

permanent residence. There are very few instances of people from places outside Karnataka, as 

there is evidently only one case from the states of Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu, Maharashtra and Gujarat 

each. 

The duration of destitution amongst the people surveyed ranged from less than a month to as high 

as 20 years (ref. Table 3). 30 percent of the people or six persons reported to have experienced their 

present state of marginality for less than a month, while 20 percent or 4 people found themselves in 

such a situation for about a year. Fifteen percent people or three persons have been in the 

circumstances of destitution for a period of one to three years, while twenty percent people are 

deprived of their most rudimentary entitlements for almost five to ten years. There are a few cases 

where the duration of destitution is appallingly high, whereby one person is into the present state of 

penury for almost eleven to fifteen years, and one person is deprived of the bare minimum 

provisions of life for almost two decades. 

Coupled with several other realities, the family relationships often play an integral part in 

determining the extent and magnitude of homelessness in any society. As is evident from table 4, In 

the context of the present study, three people have been deserted by their families, while four 

people reported their families to be not supportive at all, thereby rendering any possibilities of a 

respite highly unlikely. It is interesting to note that a large number of people, almost about thirty five 

percent are partially supported by their family. This support would mean procurement of an 

occasional support in kind, and/or a temporary stay under exceptional circumstances, among other 

things. Five out of nineteen people admitted to have access to family support despite their present 

state of deprivation. One person out of the entire group of twenty people did not share information 

about his relationship with the family. 

The socio economic background of the people presents a diverse picture of the occupations these 

people have undertaken before they were thwarted by the destitution accompanying homelessness 

and poverty (ref. Table 5). Four people were farmers in the native places, while four others worked 

as daily wage labourers to earn their livelihood.  Two people worked as street vendors, while two 

others used to be truck drivers. Another two persons reported to be home makers before they 

ended up on the streets. Other occupations varied from carpentry to domestic helps to garment 

factory workers, and there was one instance where the person was a student. As can be observed, 

all the people have been working as an essential underlining characteristic, and most of them belong 
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to the unorganized sector of the economy, encompassing small enterprises, services, semi skilled 

and unskilled manpower at large. 

Almost everyone experienced abuse and violence in one form or the other while living on the 

streets.  All of them, except one, given a chance, would want to move out of street. This is in 

complete contrast to popular notion of homeless/ destitute people preferring to remain on the 

streets. Even the one person who does not want to move out, is probably the one refusing to 

assume what she believes is not possible in her life time. 

Women:  

Half of the total women were extremely old, above 65 years of age and a common thread that 

appeared prominent in their circumstances was the absolute lack of concern and apathetic attitude 

by their families.  

Half of the extremely old women i.e. 65 and above, were abandoned by their families, who did not 

wish to take care of them anymore  

One-third of the total women migrated after the death of their husband, or the main earning 

members, and the movement was primarily work induced migration, indicating a loss of the sole 

economic support coercing them to take to the streets.  

One-sixth of the women had faced this situation due to the alcoholism of their husband or son. 

A quarter of the total women were in young adulthood i.e. between 20-35 years of age, and all of 

them had faced harassment, either by police, or unsolicited interference by NGOs or were raped. 

Two thirds of these middle aged women were the sole bread winners who were working to support 

their families. 

The youngest pauper was a ten year old girl who happened to be an orphan and the only support to 

her grandmother and younger brother. She begged while she studied. While the support for her is 

available in the form of several civil society groups working for the rights of such children, none is 

available for her grandmother. More importantly there is nothing that would enable her 

grandmother, her younger brother and herself, all stay together and this is what keeps her away 

from availing the support available for her. 

One-sixth of the total women, who were in old age, both 54 years of age migrated in search of work 

after the death of their husbands. Widowhood at a later stage of life served to create a peculiar 

marginality which was exacerbated by the lack of opportunity. Both of them work to support their 

children. 

One-sixth of the women, who were abandoned by their families were all mentally ill, indicating the 

terrible circumstances of the streets. One of them was raped and pregnant. 

One woman is traditionally into dancing, singing/street entertainer. She has been harassed by police 

once.  
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Men: 

It is important to note that all, except for one, of the men interviewed have heath related issues, 

ranging from leprosy (2), extremely old age led falling health (3), accident led unemployment (2), 

one accident led permanent disability induced unemployment (1), disabled and critically ill (1),  

Majority of men faced discrimination, apathy and indifference from their families, either due to old 

age, or inability to work, or their falling health. 

One-third of the men was extremely old and was extremely disregarded by the family, to the extent 

of the basic needs not being fulfilled. One of them was abandoned by the family, while the other two 

stayed at home yet begged to finance medicines, and or food. These two cannot work due to age 

and ill health. All of them can’t work because of health issues. 

Half of the men were middle aged, i.e. between 35 and 55 years of age, all combating health issues 

and family apathy.  

All middle-aged had extreme health issues: 1 accident resultant unemployment, 2 leprosy affected,  

1 disabled and critically ill and 1 accident led disability led unemployment. They had no family 

support due to migration (2), discriminatory attitude due to leprosy (2), abandonment due to ill 

health (1) 

About one-third of men were alcoholics, one of them the youngest, and the other two being the 

eldest. While the youngest man left the house due to tussle over his alcoholic habits, the elderly 

men took to alcohol to pacify their sorry state and disregard by the families. 

More than one-third of the people became unemployed due to disability/accident and were forced 

to beg. 

One-fifth of the persons with leprosy migrated to avail medical relief, to avert discrimination, but 

were untimely discharged from the hospital and one person was not admitted at all. 

Two people have been arrested twice under BPBA, but not rehabilitated at all, clearly showing the 

futility of the law. In fact, one person lost his job because of the arrest under the law and once 

arrested, he got really scared of even moving out for work. 
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Limitations and Scope        Chapter IX                                    
There were several factors that served as limitations to the study. But this impact was purely in 

academic sense of the word as each of these factors that limited the study in one way or the other, 

also brought with it a unique lesson with it which certainly establishes the scope for the further 

study around the same research questions and framework for analysis. 

Life on the street is not easy. Though it looks very plain and unassuming, it is extremely complex 

phenomenon. While a little peek into the street life will take one into the layers of survival, where 

hope and determination break into the pyramids of compulsions, emerging victorious every single 

day; it is also the one that is filled with lot of suspicion, betrayals, abuse and fears.  

While on the one end, it reflects the amazing spirit of the people to survive and their unending 

resolve to fight the odds, it also symbolizes the constant breaking down of relations and trust on the 

other end. Relations are built mostly on convenience and determined by the need to survive. There 

is hardly anything stable or constant in the life of the street dweller and probably it is this 

uncertainty that makes it difficult for these people to build relations or to trust anyone, especially 

the persons coming from the ‘other world’. 

‘Other World’ is everything outside the street. People on the streets have been abused and 

exploited by this ‘outside world’ on a regular basis. Social Workers/ researchers have by and large 

not been able to engage with them in a meaningful manner (leading to any substantive 

improvement in their quality of life) and this fact is now increasingly realized by people on the 

streets. When we met these persons on the streets, most of them were apprehensive to even begin 

talking and it was only the long duration of time spent with them, repeated meetings and 

explanation on why this study is important and could hopefully help, if not them directly, certainly 

many more like them who are at the risk of being processed under the Beggary Legislation. 

Past experiences of these persons with organizations/ researchers where they were visited only on 

some foreigners’ visit to that particular group or for the purpose of using them as numbers resulted 

in this resistance towards any sort of engagement with the civil society groups. It took us some 

serious efforts to enable them to see what and why of this study. When we explained the purpose 

and sought their help to come up with a document that would possibly become an important tool in 

preventing the criminalization of people like them, most people agreed and participated. Still, there 

was good number of people who just did not participate. And then there were people who 

participated readily but it was more due to their inability to resist or hope of getting some support 

rather than the belief in the study. As such we felt their answers could have been influenced. 

There were several people who we built rapport with, purpose was explained and understood, some 

discussion also happened and then they stopped responding. There were also few persons who 

spoke to the research team openly and shared about their lives as well but refused to be the part of 

the study. We respected their choice and did not include them in the analysis. However, insights 

from their experiences surely helped us in better understanding of other persons from similar 

circumstances.  
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Then there were also people who were into begging but found it too difficult to accept that 

themselves, though it was already visible to everyone. They gave stories that would cover up what 

they went through and protect their sense of identity. 

The experiences were gathered over repeated meetings and in several instances; persons were not 

present in the regular location. Several others though met for the purpose of study, had to be 

supported immediately due to the circumstances that they were found in, mostly being the medical 

reasons. This, though significant to us, affected the duration of the study. 

The project does not have its regular base in Bangalore and that limited its capacity to respond to 

persons’ immediate situations. This surely had its impact on the team that felt its responsibility to be 

beyond collecting data for the research purpose. All possible efforts, whenever required and 

possible, were made to assist those in immediate need of external support. Still, there were days 

when one couldn’t do in spite of all the efforts and that affected the energy of the team. 

Experiences of people on the streets are never the easy ones, even to listen to. Tales of people’s 

sufferings and abuse were too painful to bear with. Not surprisingly, there were days when team just 

did not feel like doing anything or moving out to meet people on the streets. 

The total number of cases documented itself serves as a limitation if one has to safely comment on 

the trends in street life but they are significant enough to demonstrate what goes on in the street, 

how one’s vulnerability reaches its epitome where destitution becomes inevitable.  

This study has certainly brought out the relation between the failures of the systems or their inability 

in timely response to address people’s vulnerabilities and their destitution situation. Bringing out the 

trends on the street life, it positively establishes the linkage between one’s destitution and the 

breaking down of various support mechanisms. Fulfilling its purpose, the study has also been able to 

throw light on the possibilities and what needs to be done. It clearly brings out people’s expectations 

and how these are not much, just little assurance and support from the state to have meaningful 

and dignified life, without being criminalized.  

These linkages and trends can be studied further in more detailed and elaborate, specifically 

focussed manner as enough ground has been created for it through this study. 
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Conclusion                                         Chapter X                                                                                                  
The study proved amply illuminating and intriguing towards multiple marginalities in different ways. 

Generating an argument against the popular notions that stigmatize destitution, the experiences 

inculcated through the team’s engagement with the streets and its dwellers appeal for a shift in 

perspective to address begging and other defences for survival. The study consisted of twenty 

destitute people from within and outside of Bangalore and with a qualitative enquiry, it assumed 

several approaches to measure the magnitude and gravity of helplessness endured by such 

populace. It enabled to build perspective into the patterns of lives led by these people and the 

opportunities they transact with, in order to endure life. All the people except the ones living with 

mental illness recalled their lived experiences through vivid narratives of the progression of events 

forcing them to the streets and deprivation alike. The case narrative analysis framework enabled the 

research to differentiate individual experience and patterns within their multi layered context, the 

availability of support systems, opportunities, threats or vulnerabilities, in addition to the needs and 

requirements for enhancing and remedying their plight.  

It becomes pertinent to highlight here that the team met, interacted and engaged with many more 

people than the individual records published here. Adhering to the bounds of the research, all the 

encounters could not be penned down but they have invariably served as guiding spirits and 

pathfinders in fostering our understanding of the context. 

The relevance and impact of the BPBA served as yet another domain of critical significance. As the 

experiences unfolded, it became apparent that the beggary law only deepened the vulnerabilities of 

most of the participants of this study through criminalizing their state of being. Among the 

participants, two persons despite serving double detentions are still forced to live on the streets in 

the absence of any rehabilitation or skill development. It uncovers the failure of this law in 

rehabilitating people and getting them out of beggary. An assessment of the current state of affairs 

and inability of the law to work as a remedy or “deterrent”, paved way for an objective reading of 

the impact this law is likely to have on the lives of such people.  

Unfortunately, the current legislative mechanism to extend relief to such distressed people comes 

enlaced with criminalization, restrictions on freedom, coercion, threat, punishment and a repelling 

disregard for dependent adulthood. Such patronizing attributes governing the Anti-begging Act are 

not the perfect remedy for rehabilitation. It can be seen uniformly in all the cases that the needs and 

requirements of the people have not been addressed by the claimed purpose of maintaining this 

law.  

Shelter support and institutional care, health entitlements, adequate medical care and support, job 

security, food security, elderly care and support, skill development and capacity building are a few 

non-negotiable entitlements that are promised by the welfare state, and the failure of such essential 

facilities, services and infrastructure aggravate the domestic circumstances of an average Indian 

family, already living on the brink of poverty. Submitting to unendurable helplessness, the families 

disintegrate at the slightest occurrence of economic slowdown due to death of its breadwinners, or 

advent of old age of the former family heads, or encounters with any fatal accidents and illnesses 

amidst its members. The families already recovering from the loss and torn down by everyday 
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battles for survival, resort to the extreme measures of abandonment, apathy and ostracism of 

unproductive or dependent members. The failure of state machinery to ensure infrastructure and 

support towards its citizens in turn de-generates the integrity and unity of the families, which plays 

out in the findings of the research.  

In the current research, most cases of family neglect occur under circumstances relating to old age, 

leprosy and falling health resultant un-employability. These are however interrelated with a 

multitude of combinations resulting into deprivation. For almost a quarter of people in this study, 

the woes began with accidents and health hazards based loss of paid work. Twelve out of twenty 

people in the study are living with health related problems excluding old age; namely critical illness, 

leprosy, handicap and mental illness. Yet again a quarter of people languish under insufficient 

treatment and rejection from hospitals.  Another chunk of population which stands at risk is that of 

old aged people, exceeding 55 years of age, who happen to be nine out of twenty in the present 

study. To sum up, it would not be rhetorical to reason out the failure of several overlapping layers of 

support unconditionally deserved by citizens of any humanitarian society which has turned its eyes 

away from the existence of such people as destitute, but criminals. 

Another important issue that got reflected through the findings is that of widowhood amid women, 

which essentially strangulates their economic support and social acceptance in the existent 

patriarchal context of marital families. Due to such combination of reasons including maltreatment, 

ailing health, poverty and welfare concerns of children, many such women are left with the solitary 

option of leaving their habitats in search of paid work. Once these women comes on the streets, 

they are faced with an appalling absence of safety of women at public places, and mental health is 

unfurled whereby all the women in their young adulthood have been found to be living with mental 

illness, and most middle-aged inordinately harassed by police and abused by thugs. 

Observing a certain trend within the larger ambit of destitution, Leprosy and the attitudes with 

which it is governed across health facilities, families and the larger society have evoked a glaring 

untouchability and ostracism towards people living with this ailment, and has inflicted enormous 

deprivation, whereby people are forced to beg. Many lepers migrate to mega cities in a bid to 

escape ostracism, dwell at the threshold of hospitals for years awaiting treatment or enduring 

immature discharge without adequate treatment, inadvertently appearing as the usual suspects of 

the BPBA. 

To attempt unearthing a bottom-line within the complex web of causalities accompanying 

destitution, it becomes apparent that the people who are forced on to the streets and rendered 

homeless are not solely responsible for their difficulties and circumstances. It is but a progressive 

and systematic breakdown of the entire range of social security mechanisms at all levels that an 

individual resorts to, be it marriage, family, relatives, community, market, health infrastructure and 

the government, that yields what comes to be defined as destitution. In a nutshell, the dominant 

characteristic cutting across all the people studied remained an utmost absence of any support 

system at all, forcing them to beg. In the light of narratives which evolved during the interactions, as 

also through empirical experiences from the past, the Anti begging legislation did not have any 

existence as a remedy to such circumstances bearing destitution. 

To begin with, the beggary prevention legislation that serves to besiege the autonomy of an 

individual through detention does not take into account the collateral damage that such a ruthless 
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tactic inflicts upon the dependents of that person. Surprising as it may get, such dependents could 

also be processed under the provisions of the current legislation. Public spaces are apparently 

sanitized in a bid to restore charm in the cities and curb nuisance off the common sight, whereas the 

detainees are incarcerated to achieve the twin objectives of “punishment” and “rehabilitation” as 

per the BPBA, 1959. Several issues concerning rehabilitation summon critical attention. Firstly, the 

sheer absence and/or scarcity of a wholesome infrastructure for building capacities and imparting 

skills are widely acknowledged facts. Secondly, hypothetically assuming that such facilities and 

infrastructure existed and worked efficiently, destitute people could yet not enter into any training 

or rehabilitation program, unless they are arrested under the Beggary act. This significantly 

constricts the rehabilitative potential of the legislation, as there is no scope of a voluntary admission 

for skill acquisition even for someone who survives on begging. The logic that originates technically 

means that people need to be essentially criminalized at first in order to be rehabilitated through 

entitlement to such services. It is also found that a prolonged absence of people from their socio-

economic surroundings throttles their networks and fragile support systems. In case of working 

population, this means an unavoidable job loss. The families of such people, beggars or workers, 

critically depend upon their meagre earnings for daily survival, and the slightest withdrawal of 

support causes starvation and increased vulnerability. The criminality so assigned to people also 

impinges awkward ramifications for their families, which translates into broken-marriage proposals, 

social ridicule, severed kinship and community ties, similar-work related phobia and distress 

migration and even begging for survival in extreme cases. There have been a few instances whereby 

such people who never begged formerly also resorted to begging after serving detention due to 

inability to cope up with a challenging scenario without any proper guidance, training or skill 

inculcation.  

However, it is certainly within this cycle of marginalization that the scope for rehabilitation exists. On 

the other side of the picture, it seems possible that these people, despite languishing on the streets, 

are both organically and experientially adept at assessing their situation and hence requires a certain 

set of conditions which would ensure adequacy, safety, security and protection of dignity. The 

people who were interviewed emphasized on the need for rehabilitation and training, daily wage 

urban employment programmes, government based old age homes, high-capacity leprosy homes as 

some of the measures for improving life circumstances. It is but a demonstration of the virtue that 

participation of such people as stakeholders in any process targeted at transforming their lives 

would certainly generate reliable knowledge, inform progressive policies and ensure constructive 

results. Only an honest assessment and inoffensive enquiry into the lives of such people would 

spotlight the reality of those in begging and destitute, and triumph reason over popular prejudices 

broadcasting begging as a luxury and choice. 
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Annexure-1  
     FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS 

Case narrative analysis 
 
1) Self 

a. Language 
b. Education 
c. Relevant skills 
d. Networks and contacts 
e. Knowledge and familiarity of context 
f. Knowledge regarding systems and/institutions/procedures 

 
2) Support systems 

a. Family 
b. Relatives 
c. Friends 
d. Community 
e. Civil service organizations 
f. Government structures, institutions 

 
3) Opportunities 

a. Access to systems/institutions 
b. Access to employment 
c. Access to basic services 

 
4) Vulnerabilities 

a. Physical 
b. Psychological and emotional 
c. Financial 
d. Social 

 
5) Needs and requirements 

a. If given a chance, what would they do? 
b. Needs and desires 

 
6) Relevance/ Impact of law 

a. Knowledge of law 
b. Interface with law 

i. Experience 
ii. Impact 

c. Probability of getting processed under the law in the given context 
 

Cross Sectional Analysis 
 
1) Demographic profile 

a. Individual 
b. Family – relationship with family 

2) Socio-economic situation 
a. Family context and background 
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b. Previous occupation versus present 
 

3) Destitution 
a. Factors leading to present state of destitution 
b. Envisaging present state of destitution 

 
4) Experience of destitution 

a. Major problems faced 
 

5) Quality and dignity of life 
a. One’s own concept of dignity 
b. How people view them 

 
6) Understanding the law 

a. Is beggary a crime? 
b. Convicted under beggary law? 
c. Experiences and impact 

 
7) Responsibility 

a. What should be done to tackle the situation? 
 

8) Possibilities 
a. Would you want to move out of destitution? 
b. Skills and knowledge 
c. Suggestions 
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Annexure-2  
  INTERVIEW GUIDE FOR PEOPLE IN DESTITUTION 

 

1. Demographic Profile: 

a. Name 

b. Age 

c. Gender 

d. Native Place 

e. Education 

f. Years of Present Situation of Destitution 

2. Family Profile 

a. Serial No. 

b. Age 

c. Gender 

d. Present Residence 

e. Occupation 

f. Income 

g. Relation 

h. Any Other 

3. Socio-Economic Situation 

a. Can you share the economic background of your family? 

b. What is the social environment in your native place? 

c. What is the nature of your current occupation? 

d. What is your income from your current occupation? 

e. How often do you go home /visit your family? 

4. Understanding Destitution 

a. What is your understanding of destitution? 

b. What were the factors that led you to the present state of destitution? 

b. Did you envisage the present situation of destitution few years back? 

c. Have you ever been denied job/work for being ‘homeless’, even if you were otherwise 

skilled for that work? 

e. Can you share your life experiences before coming out of your native place/ family? 
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5. Experience of Destitution 

a. Can you share your life experience of ‘destitution’? 

b. What are the major problems faced by you because of your state of destitution? 

6. Quality and Dignity of Life 

a. What is your daily routine? 

b. Do you have access to basic services like toilet facility, medical help etc? 

c. How would you rate your access to these services? 

d. How do people look at you or treat you or your family (here as well as back home) 

e. What do you understand by rights? 

f. What rights you had earlier but you don’t have today and vice-versa? 

7. Onus of Responsibility 

a. What is the one thing, which you would like to change, if given a chance? 

b. What according to you need to be done to tackle the situation? 

c. Who do you think should work for solving this problem of destitution? 

d. What responsibility/role do you see for yourself in this process of dealing with 

destitution? 

8. Understanding of Crime and Legal System 

a. What are your views on the police? 

b. What is your understanding of ‘crime’? 

c. Do you see destitution as ‘wrong’ or ‘offense’? 

c. Have you yourself or anybody known to you, ever involved in any kind of crime or 

unlawful activity? 

d. Have you ever been arrested/convicted under Beggary Law? 

e. When arrested, how did you deal with that? 

9. Exploring Possibilities 

a. Would you like to move out of destitution and work to earn your living? 

b. Is there any skill or knowledge that you possess or anything that you can learn easily? 

c. What is that one thing that you can do to earn your living if an opportunity was available?   


